MESSAGE from the PRESIDENT

Dear Loyolan,

It is my pleasure to provide you with the 2007 Loyola University Chicago President’s Report. This is the first time we are including the report in your alumni magazine, and we hope you find the information useful and interesting. This fiscal year, which ended June 30, 2007, has been another outstanding year for Loyola. As we continue to provide our students with an exceptional Jesuit education, we strive to remain fiscally sound to ensure a bright future for our University and all those it touches.

In the fiscal year just ended, the University generated an operating surplus of $48.6 million. We reinvested these funds by creating or augmenting endowments for Centers of Excellence, chairs, professorships, scholarships, and grants; and by maintaining properties. Additionally, the University is investing in new capital projects such as the Information Commons, which, when it opens in January, will serve as a central place of study for our student population.

Net assets increased by $120 million, or 22 percent. The University’s endowment benefited from strong investment returns of 19.5 percent. This fund has doubled in size over the last four years, and we have confidence that the portfolio is reasonably well-diversified and will continue to perform well over time.

Enrollment has increased dramatically with an incoming class of nearly 2,900, including over 700 transfer students. This year we had a notable 20,000 applicants—up 15 percent from last year. Overall, the University enrolls more than 15,500 students, which now makes Loyola the largest comprehensive Catholic university in the nation. With our current enrollment, we have reached capacity and now plan to exert greater focus on improving the academic depth of the student body.

In recognition of our enhanced academic standing and strengthened financial position, the University also enjoyed a credit rating upgrade by Moody’s Investors Service, which will contribute further to our capabilities by lowering our interest costs. Future increases in unrestricted net assets will position the University for another upgrade.

Another measure of our success is the continued support provided to us by you, our loyal alumni and friends, as well as the corporations and foundations who have helped sustain us with their philanthropic dollars. These gifts contribute greatly to life at the University, and I am delighted to inform you that total contributions for the fiscal year ending June 30 for Loyola University Chicago and Loyola Medicine were in excess of $31 million, with alumni donors increasing by almost a thousand participants to 11,245.

While our finances and enrollment levels are strong, there are always new opportunities and challenges ahead of us. One significant challenge is the pressure to keep tuition affordable and our programs accessible. The tuition rate is influenced significantly by institutionally provided financial aid, general inflation, and capital investment needs. The University awarded scholarships and grants totaling $80 million in 2006 and $92 million in 2007, most of which was funded by the University. Of the $92 million awarded in fiscal 2007, $73 million went to full-time undergraduate students for whom institutional resources were the sole source of grant monies. Our need for scholarship and grant support is growing while federal and state support remains static. The best way to ensure our ability to provide all students with an affordable education is to increase our endowment resources with the help of philanthropic support.

I hope you find this report informative. Please know that the fiscal health of the University is fortified by the generosity of its supporters—faithful alumni, faculty, staff, students, parents, and friends of Loyola, including our corporate and foundation partners. We greatly appreciate your help and look forward to seeing you at events throughout the year. I wish you and your family a blessed Thanksgiving and Christmas season.

Sincerely,

Michael J. Garanzini, S.J.
President
The following is a list of distinguished alumni, friends, and parents who supported Loyola University Chicago with contributions of $1,000 or more during fiscal year 2007 (July 1, 2006, to June 30, 2007). These donors are leaders in the Loyola community who have given generously as the University continues to grow, advancing its teaching, research, and commitment to service.

**Damen Society**

**RAYMOND C. BAUMHART, S.J. ASSOCIATES ($50,000 or more)**
- Jennifer and Aaron Berk
- Loretta and William Cleary Jr. (BSC ‘50)
- Joan and Robert Clifford
- Rosemary and John Croghan (BS ’52)
- Herta and John Cuneo
- Dorothy and Denis* Daly
- Catherine and Hanley Dawson III
- Sally and James Dowdle
- Isabel Gallagher
- Joan (BS ’54) and William Hank
- Heidi and Peter Huizenga
- Walter Niwsawer* (MD ’52)
- Alifie and Allan Norville (BS ’60)
- Barbara and Sidney Oko
- Elise (MUND ’64) and James Paloucek (MD ’63)
- Elizabeth (BS ’75) and Robert Parkinson Jr. (BBA ’73, MBA ’75)
- Sakaye Shigeoka (MD ’40)
- William Simpson
- Anne Streicher (MA ’74, PhD ’76) and Thad Regulinski, PhD
- Jeanne (MSW ’76) and Joseph* Sullivan
- Terese (BS ’59) and John Terry (BSC ’59)
- Rita Walsh (MD ’50)
- Netty and Edward Wanandi

**JAMES F. MAGUIRE, S.J. ASSOCIATES ($25,000 to $49,999)**
- Mary and Richard Gamelli, MD
- Nancy and Alvin Gorman
- Israel Hanin, PhD
- Christina Johnson-Wolff (BA ’72) and Richard Wolff
- Barbara and John Keeley

**Beverly and Robert Kling**
- Mary Lou (MUND ’60) and Michael Leyden (JD ’65)
- Charles Luczak (BS ’54)
- Daniel McCaffery
- Hymen Milgrom
- Bob Para (BS ’78)
- Kim and Marc Schwartz
- Patty and Andy Smith
- Jean and Scott Sykora
- Kathleen and Charles Walgreen III

**JAMES T. HUSSEY, S.J. ASSOCIATES ($10,000 to $24,999)**
- Rita (BS ’58) and John Barnett (BSC ’58)
- Mary and Jack Bert, MD
- Mary and Charles Brennan III
- Mary (JD ’84) and Robert Buddig
- Kathryn and John Burke
- Anthony Caine
- Helen Callahan
- Anna and Robert Canty
- Beatrice (MUND ’47, MS ’49, MD ’52) and John Carolan (MD ’52)
- Jeanette and Joseph Castaldo
- Jane and John Colavincenzo (MD ’47)
- Barbara (BS ’64, MD ’72) and Eugene Croissant (BBA ’59, MSIR ’66)
- Dolores and Ronald Daly (MBA ’80)
- Mary Jo and Warren DeMaio
- Catherine and Edward Denten (BSC ’54)
- Gisela (MUND ’69) and Guy Di Spigno, PhD (MRE ’74)
- Jean and William Divane Jr.
- Sandra (BS ’92, MEd ’94) and William Doboz (MD ’73)
- Judith and Richard Duchossois
- Maureen and William Gallagher
- Jean and Louis Glunz, PhD (BS ’51)
- Thomas Haderlein
- Gloria and James Kane (MD ’50)
- Byrd and Donald Kelly

**Mary Anne Kirchschilder**
- Michelle and Richard Klarchek
- Patricia Kling
- Charleen Kneriem
- Mary and Alan Lazzara
- Holly and Terry Light, MD
- Ingrid and John LoGiudice (BS ’70, MD ’74)
- Linda and John Markay
- Barry McCabe
- Martha and William Moran (BS ’67)
- Terry Newman (BA ’71)
- Denise (BA ’75, MA ’83) and John Noell Jr. (JD ’85)
- Sheryl Oremus
- Richard Parrillo Sr.
- Mary Kay and Mario Pasin
- Richard Pepe
- Robin Smith and William Plante (BS ’59)
- James Pritzker (BA ’79)
- Janet and Charles Rallo
- Maralyn (MUND ’61) and Michael Reilly
- Jeanne and Mark Reilly
- Stuart Rose
- Perry Ross*
- Eileen and Scott Seyfarth
- Donna and Thomas Weigel (MD ’84)
- Josephine Riccardi
- Marcia Friedl (JD ’78) and Todd Smith ( JD ’76)

**SAMUEL K. WILSON, S.J. ASSOCIATES ($5,000 to $9,999)**
- Susan and Joseph Ahern
- Laura and Scott Alter
- Joseph Antunovich
- Rosemary and Gerard Aranha, MD (MRES ’75)
- Rose and Steven Bagby
- Kathleen Baldwin
- Mary and James Binsfeld (BS ’67)
- Dorothy and Thomas Borders
- Mary Jane and James Boris
- Carolyn and James Bouchard (BBA ’84)
- Norma Jean and Kenneth Brandau
- The Honorable Ann Burke and the Honorable Edward Burke
- Therese and Terrence Burns (BA ’75)
- Regina and John Cahill (MD ’81)
- Gloria Callaci (MUND ’61) and The Honorable Lawrence Suffredin (BA ’69)
- Linda and Keith Campbell
- Theresa and Joseph Canfora
- Mary Ellen Canty
- Cheryl and Leonard Cerullo, MD
- The Honorable Claudia Conlon and Kevin Conlon (JD ’84)
- Nancy and Frank Considine (PhB ’43)
- Mary Dempsey and Philip Corboy (LLB ’49)
- Patrick Corrigan
- Ann and Robert Corvino
- Anita and Thomas Croghan
- William Daley (BA ’70)
- Sallie and Steven DeAngeles, MD
- Patricia (MPS ’01) and Thomas DeStefani (MD ’81, MRES ’84)
- Colleen Detjen
- Jeanne (MBA ’86) and Peter Diamond (MD ’78, MRES ’83)
- Betty (BSC ’59) and Edward Dillman (BSC ’57)
- Rosalind and Stephen Egbrom (BS ’73, MD ’76)
- Edward Elliott Jr.
- Maureen and James Fitzgibbons
- Joan and Robert Flanigan, MD
- Peter Frankel
- Peggy Franzen
- Gayle Franzen

* Deceased Loyola Loyalist

Names in italics identify new members.
John Morrissey Jr.
George Geis (PhD '79)
Eileen and Leonard Golan
Amber Gravett, PhD (BA '94) and David Tuma (BA '94)
Margaret and Thomas Greubel (MD '53)
Susan (BA '77) and James Hannigan Jr., MD (BS '77)
Patricia and John Hartmann (DDS '80, DRES '81)
Thomas Havey (BSC '45)
Wayne Healy (BS '54)
Gail (MD '82) and David Hecht (MD '82)
Tamryn and Joseph Hennessy
Margaret and Todd Hewell III (BS '75, MD '78, MRES '85)
Leslie Hindman
Jill and Jay Javors
William Kehoe (MD '75)
Carla and Michael Kilbane
Judith O'Brien and Peter Kleinhenz (BA '77)
Jeanne Kluener
Susanne (BSED '62, MEd '66) and Robert Kramer
Constance and John Kurowski (BA '75)
Cathy and Joshua Langford
Jane Heine and John Lee, MD, PhD
Mary Lenkay (MD '56)
Margaret and Steven Lombardo Jr.
Barbara and Frederick Luchette, MD
Anne and Robert Lufrano (MD '76)
Carolyn and Patrick Lynch (BBA '82)
Camille Malloy
Richard Mancuso
Mark and Peter Mavrogenes
Susan and Kevin McDonnell
Patricia (BSN '59) and James Meucci (MD '60)
Kenneth Micetich (BS '69, MD '74, MRES '79)
Evelyn Michels
David Miller, MD (BS '88)
John Morrissey Jr.
Marie and Robert Newstead (MD '63)
Melissa and Bradd O'Brien
Lynn Carlson and Philip O'Connor, PhD (BA '70)
Thomas Origitano (PhD '81, MD '84)
Richard Poley (MD '57)
Dana and Brian Porter
Laurel and Ronald Potkul, MD
Marilyn and Michael Quinlan, Ph(B '67, MBA '70)
Cynthia and Talmage Raine, MD
Jennifer Rappe
Susan and Hector Rodriguez
Agnes and Don Romanaggi (MD '60)
Katherine and Ralph Ryan, MD
Nydia Santos-Searle and Michael Searle
Kathleen (MUND '70) and John Schreiber (BBA '68)
Adela and Robert Seal
Elizabeth and Philip Sheridan Sr. (MD '50)
Kevin Simpson, MD
Joan Stowell
Jeanne and Michael Sullivan (BSC '61)
Cherryl Thomas
Lidia and Philip Wolin
Rose and Gerardo Zavala, MD (MRES '01)

HENRY J. DUMBAUCH, S.J., ASSOCIATES ($2,500 to $4,999)

Chela and Juan Angelats, MD (MRES '76)
Gloria and Francis Banich (BS '54, MD '57)
Irving Barr
Mary Joan (BS '55) and Richard Barry (BS '56)
Cynthia* and Ronald Berning
Patty and John Boblick, MD (MRES '86)
Rita and Michael Brennan (MD '47)
Bernice Buettner
John Caltagirone (BSBA '69)
Joleen and William Cannon (MD '88, MRES '93)
Dana Green and Thomas Clancy (BA '69)
Patricia and Frank Covey Jr. (BS '54, JD '57)
Kathleen and James Davidson
Deborah and Thomas Degnan III (BA '70)
Linda and John Deutsch (BA '69)
Anne and John Dowdle (MD '74)
Peggy and Gregory Duick (MD '72)
Lorna and Frank Folk, MD
Dorothy and Hebert Freundt
Kevin Gandhi (MD '86, MRES '92)
Patrice and Alexander Ghanayem, MD
Nancy Gibbs (MD '78)
Marie (BBA '87) and Raymond Ginther
Rolland Greenburg (MD '46)
Vera Greenburg
Rebekah and Bernard Gifford (BS '65)
Alice Gruszka
Ann and Angelos Halaris, MD, PhD
Philip Hale
Kimberly and William Hanson
Cheryl and Robert Harbour
Wendy and Tim Heintz
Judith (BSED '87) and Robert Hershentrom
Kathleen Targos and Charles Hewell (BS '80, MD '84)
Nancy (PhD '87) and Frank Hogan III (BS '59, Med '80)
Laura (MPS '01) and John Howard
Patricia and Donald Izbani (BS '54)
Maryanne and John Jablonski
Hollye (BSN '97, MSW '06) and Jeffrey Jacobs (JD '74)
Lucina Kaufman (MD '64) and Alberto Chalmeta
Elizabeth and William Kinder
Lorraine and Salvatore LaPilusa (MD '44)
Barbra Lucie-Turner
Lucy (MD '78, MRES '82) and Gregory Macina (MD '79)
Wayne Madgziarz (BA '82, MBA '87)
Anne and Stuart Marshall (MD '70)
Judith (BS '59) and Gregory Matz (MD '62)
James McDonald (MD '45)
Cabrina and John Moran (BS '60, MD '64, MS '64)
Alice (MUND '61) and Richard Nagle (MD '63)
Agnes Piszczek (MSW '61)
Janice and Eugene Reineke (BA '78)
Elizabeth and Thomas Rieser (MD '73)
Joyce and Leo Roberts (MD '58, MBA '95)
June and Mark Rzepczynski (BA '79)
Ellen and David Schilling (MD '94, MRES '98)
Alan Schoen (BS '61)
Ronald Schreiber (BS '67, MD '71, MRES '75)
Betsy and Patrick Stiff (MD '75)
Linda and Kent Stucky
Bonnie and Fideli Umeh
Robert Verdun
Nancy and Leonard Veruto, MD
Aldona Walker, PhD and Ronald Walker, PhD
Rosemary Weisenberger
Madonna and William Weldon (BBA '75)
Barbara and Oliver Whetstone (MD '54)
Virginia and Leonard Wineburgh
Marinda and Kendall Wong (MD '94)

ARNOLD DAMEN, S.J., ASSOCIATES ($1,000 to $2,499)

Margaret (MUND '66) and Albert Adams (MD '67)
Elaine Adams (MD '78, MRES '81) and James Kennedy (DDS '80)
Barbara and Philip Adams (MD '75)
Kathryn (JD '82) and Dominic Allocco (MD '61)
Dean Assimos (MD '77)
Susan Atamian (MD '86) and Lee Hart
Elaine (BSED '64, MEd '75, EdD '80) and Leo Athas
Eva Bading, MD
Doris and Pat Balsamo (MD '57)
Susan and Norman Batchsar
Edward Barrett (DDS '69)
Marie and Thomas Barrett (MD '47)
Carl Barsanti (MD '74)
Joan Batchen (BA '83, MBA '88)
William Bayer (MD '86)
Angela and Larry Bearden
William Beatty (BS '51)
Margaret Brazones (DDS '78) and Howard Beck (BS '75, MD '78, MRES '79)
Jeffrey Behr, MD
Everett Bell
Richard Bell II
Michael Bengala (MD '79)
Maureen (MBA '81) and Robert Bingle (JD '81)
LaMoyne and Sidney Blair (MD '48)
June and Stephen Bland (MD ’58)
Scott Blitz (MD ’93)
Colleen and Robert Bockel (MD ’67)
Richard Bodie (MD ’46)
Mary Jo Bohr (BA ’73)-----------------------------------------
Betty and Jack Bornhoeft
Edward Bowen (BA ’89)
Sonja and Gary Bowman (MD ’72)
Bernard Brennan (PhB ’37)
Arthur Briggs
Stephanie and Robert Brodner (MD ’72)
Penny and Steven Brown
Sharon and Vern Brunner
John Bruno (MD ’66)
Maureen and Peter Brusca (BS ’63, MD ’67)
Winifred and James Buckley (MD ‘53)
Shaun (BS ’88) and Gregory Budnik
Joan (BSN ’74) and Vincent Bufalino
Shaun (BBA ’88) and Gregory Budnik

Barbara and Robert Early

Barbara and Robert Early

* Deceased

Loyola Loyalist

Names in italics identify new members.
Margery and Homer Livingston Jr.
Claudia and Robert Lewis Jr., MD
Elizabeth and John Lewis
Denise and Michael Leonardi (MD '88)
Gloria Leischner (MUND '66)
Margaret and Timothy Leahy
Betsy and Howard Leach
Blair and William Lawlor III
Patricia Kubistal (BA '59, MA '65, MRES '78)
Jo-Ann and Robert Klaus (BS '65, MD '74)
Mary and Lawrence McPartlin
Susan Meister, PhD (MSN ‘76) and Paul Meister
Janice and Edward Melian, MD
Robert Mittendorf, MD
Maureen (BSN ‘78) and George Miz (BS ‘76, MD ‘79)
Maritza (JD ‘78) and Marcel Molins (JD ‘66)
William Molihan (MD ‘62)
Margaret (MD ‘75) and Thomas Moore (MD ‘75)
Frances and James Moorman (MD ’63)
Terri and Joseph Mooter
Patricia Morales and Christopher Clark
Harvey Mirly (MD ‘87)
Mary (MD ‘73) and Gerald Loftus (MD ‘58)
Anne Lucas (BS ‘63) and The Honorable Richard Lucas (BSC ‘61)
Kathleen and Robert Ludwig, PhD
Hilary and Thomas Lynch (BA ‘69)
Kathleen and William Lynch Jr.
Susan and Raymond Mack (MRES ‘73)
Charlene and Joseph Madden (BSC ‘54)
Amelia (BA ‘75) and William Mahoney (BA ‘75)
Cheryl and Paul Maier (BS ‘67, MD ‘71, MRES ‘78)
Susan and Tim Malisch
Therese Mao
Gail (BSC ‘84) and Gil Marmol
Christine Marofske
Timothy Maroney (MD ‘80)
Julia Marshall (MD ‘83, MRES ‘84)
Kathy and Wayne Marth
Ruth Martin
Roxanne and Rocco Martino (MB ‘78)
Mary and James* McAlindon (MD ‘54)
Jean and James McBride
Patricia (BA ‘87, MA ’92) and Kevin McCanna (JD ‘76)
Suzanne and Robert McCarthy
Kelly and Edward McCarthy
Thomas McDermott (MD ‘54)
D.P. McGee (BA ‘86)
Susan and Timothy McKay (JD ‘79)
Phyllis and Donald McLean (BSC ‘60)
Mary and Lawrence McPartlin
Susan Meister, PhD (MSN ‘76) and Paul Meister
Janice and Edward Melian, MD
Mary Meyenberg (MD ‘53)
Jo-ann and Thomas Michalak (BS ‘63)
Valerie Michelotti (MD ‘80) and Paul Wozniak Jr. (MD ‘79)
Marianne and Lawrence Michet Sr. (DDS ‘46)
Karen (MSN ‘76) and Robert Miller (MD ‘74, MRES ‘75)
Joan Miller* (MED ‘69)
Richard Miller (BS ‘59, MSIR ‘76)
Harvey Mirly (MD ‘87)
Robert Mittendorf, MD
Maureen (BSN ‘78) and George Miz (BS ‘76, MD ‘79)
Martina (JD ‘78) and Marcel Molins (JD ‘66)
William Molihan (MD ‘62)
Margaret (MD ‘75) and Thomas Moore (MD ‘75)
Frances and James Moorman (MD ’63)
Terri and Joseph Mooter
Patricia Morales and Christopher Clark
Gail and Thomas Moman
Marilynn Morrissey (MD ‘74, MRES ‘79) and Julius Sparacino
Mary Lou and Jerome Morrissey (BS ‘56, MIR ‘61)
Richard Morrow
Robyn and Richard Mortell (BSC ‘64)
Nina and Thomas Moskaulewicz (MD ‘77)
Walter Mulica
Audrey (BA ‘73) and Arthur Murphy (BMA ‘73)
Andrea and Robert Murphy (MD ‘78)
Charlotte and Donald Murray (BA ‘70)
Vincent Muscarella (MD ‘62)
Judith Neafsey (BSN ‘73, MD ‘78) and Terrence Conway (BS ‘71, MD ‘76)
Kathleen and Robert Nelimar (MD ‘73)
Gail and Terry Nelson (MD ‘74, MRES ‘75)
Joan and Rimnagaus Nemickas (DM ‘61)
Mary and Vidas Nemickas (MD ‘67, MRES ‘74)
June and Frederick Newirth (MD ‘54)
Jane and John Niebler
Vivian and Stanley Nitzberg
Loretta Nolan (EdD ‘85)
Connie and Frederick Nora (MD ‘77)
Joseph Nora (MD ‘51)
Patricia Novosel
Patricia (BSN ‘78) and Robert Nowak (MD ‘72)
Barry Nuechterlein (MD ‘00)
Joseph Nuzzarello, MD (BS ‘80)
Timothy O’Connell, PhD
Christina and Jerry O’Connor
Jeanne (BSN ‘67) and James O’Halloran (BS ‘67)
Janet and Floyd Okada (MD ‘61)
Carolyn (MSW ‘89) and Paul O’Keefe (MD ‘71)
Denise Olivieri-Sulo, MD and Robert Sulo, MD
Irina O’Meara
John O’Meara
Kristine and Daniel O’Reilly (MD ‘77)
Geraldine O’Reilly
Maura O’Reilly
Mary Ann O'Reilly
Mary Jane and Carl Panattoni
Laura and Christopher Pasquale (BS ‘87, MD ‘91)
Robert Pasquesi (BBA ‘67, MBA ‘71)
Mary Sue and William Passinault (MD ’61, MA ’67)
Bruce Paterson (MD ‘80)
Thomas Patrick
Kathleen Pavicic-Karayan (MD ‘81) and Paul Sarkaria (MD ‘81)
Shirley and Kenneth Pavilas (MD ’52)
James Pawlikowski (BS ‘68, MD ‘72)
Paula and John Pelissero, PhD
Stacy and Geoff Ponce
Andrew Penn (Med ‘57)
Katherine Peshek-Campbell (BS ‘77, MD ‘80) and Daniel Campbell (MD ‘80, MRES ‘81)
Nancy and Richard Peterson (BSC ’51)
Christine (MD ‘82) and Gregory Petty
Karen (BS ‘76) and Edward Phillipp Jr. (BS ‘75)
Sandra and George Pietryzk (BA ‘74)
Theresa and Roque Pifarre, MD
Thomas Piscopo
Betty and John Plag (PhD ‘62)
Christine and Paul Ploegman (MD ’79)
Susan Swiatek and Stanley Podlasek (MD ‘80)
Judy and Richard Pokorny
Jane and Paul Polacheck (BBA ‘80)
Marian and Donald Potter
Ruth (MUND ‘53) and John Powers (BS ‘53)
Caroline and Vikram Prabhu
Richard Prendergast
Janice and Kenneth Printen (BS ‘57, MD ‘61)
Linda and James Raaf
Angelo Rainone (BS ’89, DDS ’93, DRES ’94)
La Verne and James Rascher (MD ’62)
Joyce and Ameel Rashid (MD ’59)
Mary Catherine and Andrew Rauh (MD ’84)
Susan and Gregory Reaman (MD ’73, MRES ’74)
Marguerite and Charles Rebesco (BS ’74, MD ’77)
Thomas Regan (BS ’66, MD ’70, MRES ’74)
Brenda and Joseph Reifenberg (MBA ’89)
Paul Reilly
Dolores and Herman Reyes, MD
Pil Joo and John Richards (LLB ’51)
Deborah and Robert Ridenour Jr. (MD ’75)
Barbara (PhD ’56)
Bonnie and Jerald Rothenberg (MD ’63)
Maria (MEd ’59) and Charles Ryan
Judy and John Sorensen
David Speranza (MD ’81, MRES ’84)
Dana (BS ’50, JD ’51)
Eileen and Vern Lahart (BA ’50, JD ’51)
Alvina and Roger Kiley Jr. (JD ’66)
Kathy Byrne (JD ’88)
Gloria and Louis Cairo (BA ’73, JD ’78)
Sullivan Frances (MUND ’62) and Mitchell Wiet (JD ’65)
Kathleen and Bernard Beatley (LLB ’50)
Linda (BS ’75, MA ’77) and Kevin Conway (BA ’73, JD ’76)
Barbara and John Cooney (JD ’79)
Loretta (JD ’77) and Robert Cooney (JD ’78)
Joanne and Martin Healy Jr. (JD ’68)
Susan and Joseph Power Jr. (JD ’77)
Linda Salisbury (JD ’91)
Jeanne (MSW ’76) and Joseph Sullivan
$10,000 to $24,999
Randy (JD ’91) and Melvin Berlin
Patricia and Joseph DuCanto
John Goedert (BA ’35, JD ’40)
Alvina and Roger Kiley Jr. (JD ’66)
Eileen and Vern Lahart (BA ’50, JD ’51)
Maria (BS ’67, MBA ’70) and Carl Moore Jr. (BA ’66, JD ’69)
Charlene and Mark Novak (JD ’77)
Linda and Curt Rodin (JD ’75)
Francis Wolfe Jr. (JD ’98)
$5,000 to $9,999
Donna and Donald Brown Jr. (JD ’73)
Kathy Byrne (JD ’88)
Gloria and Louis Cairo (JD ’83)
Mary (MUND ’67) and Cezar Froelich (BS ’67, JD ’70)
Leigh and Gregory Furda (BA ’69, MA ’71, JD ’75)
Monica and Vincent Getzendanner Jr. (LLB ’66)
Deceased
Loyola Loyalist
Names in italics identify new members.
Candace and John Janick (JD ‘86)
Mary (MUND ‘59) and Timothy Kelley
Gaile Beaurlne and Thomas Leahy (JD ‘77)
Mary (MSW ‘61) and Charles Murdock (JD ‘63)
Barbara (JD ‘69) and Edward O’Toole
Stephen Pugh (BACI ‘68, JD ‘73)
Ellen (MUND ‘72, JD ‘83) and James Roche (BA ‘72, JD ‘75)
Richard Rosenberg
Marcia Friedl (JD ‘78) and Todd Smith (JD ‘76)
Caroline (JD ‘92) and Paul Vickery (JD ‘80)
Elizabeth and Charles Wheatley (JD ‘82)

$(2,500 to $4,999)
Deborah and John Bell (JD ‘71)
Mary and Peter Carey (JD ‘69)
Kathleen (BA ‘73) and Vincent Cook (BA ‘72, JD ‘75, MA ‘75)
Ellen (JD ‘79) and William Cook (BA ‘75, JD ‘79)
Mark Deaton
The Honorable Loretta Douglas (BS ‘65, JD ‘68)
Janice (JD ‘84) and Kevin Forde (JD ‘63)
Dorothy (BS ‘68) and Daniel Fusco (JD ‘64)
Bobbie and Gilbert Gordon (JD ‘74)
Christine (JD ‘81) and Peter Hoeffner
Therese (MUND ‘63) and Patrick Kenneally Jr. (MSIR ‘67, JD ‘71)
Karen Kavanagh Mack (BA ‘95, JD ‘98) and William Mack (JD ‘99)
Maggie and William McNenery
Carol and Terry Moritz (BS ‘66, JD ‘70)
William Page II (JD ‘62)
Dorothy and William Pokorny Sr. (JD ‘40)
Karen and Thomas Rafter (JD ‘71)
Clare (JD ‘87) and James Roche (JD ‘87)
Marguerite (MUND ‘55) and William Rooney (JD ‘58)
Susan Schwartz (JD ‘80)
Michael Sennett (JD ‘77)
Eileen (BA ‘71) and Richard Weichner (JD ‘74)

$(1,000 to $2,499)
Ann Acker (JD ‘73)
Hemda and David Addis (LLB ‘51)
Candace and Gerald Angst (BA ‘72, JD ‘75)
Nina and Alfred Appel Jr, PhD
William Barnett Sr. (JD ‘41)
Mary Bedke
Leatrice Berman-Sandler (JD ‘04) and Stephen Sandler
Maureen (MBA ‘81) and Robert Bingle (JD ‘81)
Sheri (BS ‘76) and Dan Boho (BA ‘74, JD ‘77)
Michael Bolan (JD ‘66)
Patricia and Thomas Bridgman (JD ‘58)
Mary Jo and John Bulfin (JD ‘78)
Nancy Burke
Joy and Thomas Burney (JD ‘77)
Anne and Theodore Cachey (JD ‘58)
John Calhoun
Janet and Michael Calhoun (JD ‘00)
Valerie and Peter Callahan (JD ‘67)
Marilyn and John Cassidy Jr. (JD ‘51)
Mary Dempsey and Philip Corboy (LLB ‘49)
Patricia and Frank Covey Jr. (BS ‘54, JD ‘57)
Michael Crane (JD ‘66)
Mari (JD ‘86) and Christopher Craven
Zylpha and Brian Crowe (JD ‘64)
Eugene Cummings (JD ‘69)
Michael Daley (JD ‘80)
Suzanne (JD ‘65) and Daniel Dawson (JD ‘88)
John DeRose (BS ‘65, JD ‘68)
Lynda and Stephen Erf (JD ‘78)
Katherine and Paul Fahrenbach (MJ ‘03)
Nina and James Faught (JD ‘76)
Barbara and Edward Fiedler Jr. (JD ‘60)
Mary Kay Foy (JD ‘97) and Timothy Vezeau
Deborah Golden (MBA ‘81, JD ‘84) and David Kendall
Freddi Greenberg (JD ‘75) and Daniel Pinkert
Lenore and Charles Greenstein (BS ‘50, JD ‘53)
Kelly (JD ‘04) and Andrew Haley
Catherine Hart and The Honorable William Hart (LLB ‘51)
Kristen Hazel (JD ‘88)
Dawn and Ted Helwig (JD ‘80)
Kathleen Howlett (JD ‘85, LLM ‘94) and The Honorable Michael Howlett
Judy and Thomas Hynes (BS ‘59, JD ‘62)
Susan Iriion (JD ‘87)
Mary and Paul Kearney (JD ‘66)
Jane and Dennis Kearns (JD ‘76)
Barbara Keller (JD ‘77) and David Aucnerlonie
Monica (JD ‘94) and Timothy Kelly (JD ‘94)
Leslie and Thomas Kennedy (BA ‘68, JD ‘71)
Linda and Robert Kolek (BSBA ‘65, JD ‘68)
Jeanann and Daniel Kotin (JD ‘91)
Christine Stinson, MD and Jerry Letherow (JD ‘78)
Julie (BA ‘78, JD ‘81) and Robert Lepri
Jennifer and Michael Lewis (JD ‘75)
Steven Lischer (JD ‘80)
Nancy Lottinville (BA ‘72, JD ‘75) and Thaddeus Hubert III (JD ‘75)
Susan (JD ‘75) and Jay Mann (JD ‘75)
Jane and Michael McCarthy (JD ‘80)
Diane and William McCracken (JD ‘80)
Patrick McDivitt (JD ‘85)
Margaret McGarr and The Honorable Frank McGarr (BA ‘42, JD ‘50)
Susan and Timothy McKay (JD ‘79)
The Honorable Mary Ann McMorrow (LLB ‘53)
Renee and Alejandro Menchaca (JD ‘89)
M.J. Crane and Timothy Miller (JD ‘87)
Elaine Mulroy (MUND ‘68, Med ‘76) and The Honorable Thomas Mulroy Jr. (JD ‘72)
Arthur Nasser
Kathryn (JD ‘73) and Alan Nesbury
Margaret and Jerry Norton
Rosaire Nottage (JD ‘76) and Michael Bauer
Therese Obringer (JD ‘82)
Paul O’Flaherty Sr. (LLB ‘49)
Marjorie (JD ‘48) and James O’Hara (PhB ‘44)
Sharon (BS ‘57) and James O’Sullivan Jr. (JD ‘69)
Barbara and Thomas Pauloski (JD ‘91)
Carole and Paul Perona Jr.
Jeannette (JD ‘01) and J.S. Perry
Paulette Petretti (JD ‘90)
Ruth Ann and Guenther Philipp (JD ‘56)
Stephen Phillips (JD ‘85)
Mary Jane and William Porcelli (JD ‘54)
Ann and Charles Purcell (BA ‘53, JD ‘56)
John Purtill (JD ‘76)
Linda Puvogel (JD ‘70) and Michael O’Halloran (JD ‘77)
Colleen (BBA ‘88) and William Quinlan (BSC ‘61, JD ‘64)
Susan (BS ‘62) and William Quinlan Jr. (BA ‘61, JD ‘66)
Roberta and Richard Rappaport (BS ‘66, JD ‘67)
Karen and James Reid
Mary and Michael Renaldi (JD ‘76)
Margaret and Frank Reynolds Jr. (JD ‘62)
Pil Joo and John Richards (LLB ‘51)
James Riley
Thomas Roche (LLB ‘55)
Beth (JD ‘87) and Gabriel Rodriguez
Colleen Davies and Joseph Ronan
Therese (JD ‘90) and Michael Rooney
Carmel (JD ‘80) and Daniel Roth (JD ‘80)
Linda (MBA ‘85) and Steven Rotunno (JD ‘78)
Ann Marie and Louis Rundio Jr. (BS ‘65, JD ‘72)
Kimberly Clark and Mark Rust (JD ‘89)
Ann and Thomas Ryerson (JD ‘76)
Patrick Sage (JD ‘92)
Richard Sanders (BS ‘67)
Patrice Sheehan (JD ‘87)
Joy and Robert Sheehan (BSC ‘51, JD ‘66)
Mary (BS ‘53) and Raymond Simon
(BA ‘53, JD ‘56)
Maureen Richnak and Lawrence Singer
Shelley Smith (JD ‘78) and James Gatziolis
Brian Speers (JD ‘93)
Teresa Stafford
Katrina Veerhusen (JD ‘78) and Hugh McCombs
Manuel von Ribbeck
Marie and William Vonder Heide (BSC ‘50, JD ‘53)
Ronald Watkins (JD ‘63)
EXECUTIVE SOCIETY
School of Business Administration and Graduate School of Business

Founders’ Level ($25,000 or more)
Carol McCarthy (MBA ‘85)
Elizabeth (BS ’75) and Robert Parkinson Jr. (BBA ’73, MBA ’75)

Principal Investor Level ($10,000 to $24,999)
Jacqueline and Timothy Danis (MBA ’71)
Mary and William Johnson
Mary Ann McGrath, PhD (BS ’68) and William McGrath (MA ’67)
Joan Mullins
Patricia O’Shea and Frank Tannura (BBA ’79)

Lead Investor Level ($5,000 to $9,999)
Dolores and Ronald Daly (MBA ’80)
James Hamilton (BBA ’48)
Cathryn (MBA ’92) and John Hartman (BBA ’80, MBA ’82, JD ’85)
Diane and Michael Hora (MBA ’72)
Dolores Schumann
Sandra and Michael Welch

Investor Level ($2,500 to $4,999)
Anita and David Gryskas (BBA ’78)
Lisa and John Iberle (BBA ’75)
Lisa Konieczka (MBA ’87)
Merrillyn Kosier (MBA ’90) and James Konoshita
Mary Lou and Frank Stotz (BSC ’52)

Shareholder Level ($1,000 to $2,499)
Theresa and Philip Andorfer (BBA ’57)
Diana and Richard Barthel, MD
Paul Begich (BSC ’55)
Bernice Buettner
Alex Caffarini (BBA ’94, MBA ’03)
John Caltagirone (BBA ’64)
Donna and Daniel Casey (BBA ’64)
Louise and William Clarkin (BS ’70, MBA ’77)
Marilyn Kosier (MBA ’90) and James Konieczka (MBA ’87)
Lisa and John Iberle (BBA ’75)
Kinoshita

Honors Circle

School of Education
Valedictorian ($25,000 or more)
Netty and Edward Wanandi

Magna Cum Laude ($5,000 to $9,999)
Cathy and Joshua Langford

Cum Laude ($2,500 to $4,999)
Maryanne and John Jablonski

Dean’s List ($1,000 to $2,499)
Rosemary Lucas (MEd ’57, EdD ’80)
Diane Newbury (MEd ’75, PhD ’80)
Mary O’Reilly (MUND ’68, MEd ’71, EdD ’92)
Carol and David Prasse, PhD
Susan (BSED ’74) and David Rosi, MD
Carol and Harry Rossi (EdD ’85)
Jane and Henry Webert, PhD (BS ’51, MEd ’53)
John Winkelmann III (BS ’78, MEd ’83)

MARTIN D’ARCY SOCIETY
Loyola University Museum of Art
Benefactor ($10,000 or more)
Jennifer and Aaron Berk
Deborah and John Lahey
William Simpson

Patron ($5,000 to $9,999)
James Rocks, PhD
Frances (MUND ’62) and Mitchell Wiet (JD ’65)

Sustainer ($1,000 to $4,999)
Marilynn Aldorf
Patrick Arbor (BSC ’58)
Evelyn and John Barriger
Harlan Berk
Traude and Frederick Bransfield
Joan and Robert Clifford
Ann Connors
Patricia and Frank Covey Jr. (BS ’54, JD ’57)
Margaret and William Crane
Amanda and Todd Davis (BBA ’97)
Gisela (MUND ’69) and Guy Di Spigno, PhD (MRE ’74)
Elisabeth Flynn-Chapman, PhD (MA ’60) and Harry Chapman
Erika and Dietrich Gross
Dawn and Thomas Hines
Rosalie Isaly (BA ’59)
Patricia and Donald Izban (BS ’54)
Nancy and Philip Kosiba (MBA ’79)
Barbra Luce-Turner
Walter Mulica
Janice Nowak (MEd ’79)
Ellen and James O’Connor
Lynn Carlson and Philip O’Connor, PhD (BA ’70)
Susan and Joseph Power Jr. (JD ’77)
Bettylu and Paul Saltzman
Molly and Haskell Schiff
Patricia Schostok-Reese (BS ’74, MEd ’78, EdD ’82) and Errol Reese, DDS
Francine and Thomas Snyder
Geri and Phillip Wicklender
Mimi Winter and George Kaufman Jr. PhD

NIGHTINGALE CIRCLE

Masella Niehoff School of Nursing
Helen Jarrell, BVM Associates
($5,000 or more)
Imogene King, EdD
Elaine (BSN ’69) and George Klein
Catherine and Vincent Seida II (BBA ’78)
Julia Lane, PhD, RN Associates ($1,000 to $2,499)
Ida Androwich, PhD (BS ’78)
Wendy Barr, PhD (BS ’69) and Vincent Barr, MD
Suzanne (BSN ’77) and Norbert Becker, MD (BS ’77)
Camilla Clarke, PhD (BSN ’68) and John Clarke
Sheila Haas, PhD (MSN ’74) and Timothy Haas
Gail Hanson (BS ’70, BSN ’80, MSN ’89)
Nancy (PhD ’87) and Frank Hogan III (BS ’59, MEd ’80)
Belen Jaquez (BSN ’63)
Joan (BSN ’54) and John Joyce (MD ’55)
Mary Ann McDermott, EdD (BSN ’60, MSN ’69) and Dennis McDermott
Martina (JD ’78) and Marcel Molins (JD ’66)
Louise Rzeszewski (BSN ’58)
Mary Jane Sauve, PhD (BSN ’61) and John Sauve
Theresa (BSN ’77) and Mario Tse (BS ’77, DDS ’81)
Frances (PhD ’97) and Peter Vlasses, PharmD

PARENTS’ LEADERSHIP COUNCIL
Loyola Parents’ Fund
Barbara and James Ashley
Anne and Lee Colpi
Julie and Aldo Congi
Nicolette (BBA ’76) and John Conway (BACI ’76)
Christina Johnson-Wolff (BA ’72) and Richard Wolff
Anne and Lawrence Lazarz
Janet and Timothy Miller
Gail and Thomas Mormon
Val Scaramella-Nowinski, PsyD (BS ’73, MSW ’75) and The Honorable Thomas Nowinski
Janet and Charles Rallo
Patty and Andy Smith
Mary and Jeffrey Toman

PILLAR SOCIETY
College of Arts & Sciences
William J. Finnegan, SJ Associates ($25,000 or more)
Mari Cowhey (MA ’56)
Paul Mavros and David Valkema
Francis B. Cassilly, SJ Associates ($10,000 to $24,999)
William Frederick
Charles Lyczak (BS ’54)
George O’Grady (BS ’55)

Joseph Reiner, SJ Associates ($5,000 to 9,999)
Carole Bilina
Sophie Glowacki
Martha and William Moran (BS ’67)
Joyce Ranck
Edwin Sujack (PhB ’48)

J.S. Verdin, SJ Associates ($2,500 to $4,999)
Mary and James Binsfeld (BS ’67)
Amber Gravett, PhD (BA ’94) and David Tuma (BA ’94)
Susan (BA ’77) and James Hannigan Jr., MD (BS ’77)
Christopher Helt (BA ’90, JD ’93)
Sheila Higgins (BSEd ’57)
Constance and John Kurowski (BS ’75)
Bopkina and John Mclees
Martin O’Donnell (BS ’60)
Diane and James Otrembiak, MD (BS ’76)
Janis and Christopher Petrie
Fred Smith, PhD
Patricia and John Vail (BA ’77, JD ’80)

George J. Leahey, SJ Associates ($1,000 to $2,499)
William Angus (BS ’53, MD ’56)
James Babler, PhD (BS ’66)
Peggy and Emmett Bailey (BA ’44)
Keith Baird (MA ’82, PhD ’85)
Mary Joan (BS ’55) and Richard Barry (BS ’56)
Mary Ellen and William Bauta (BS ’84)
Mary (BSEd ’63) and Vernon Blessing
Thomas Braun (BS ’81)
Sally and Joseph Bredemann (BA ’48)
Lois and Patrick Cain (BS ’66, MD ’70, MRES ’71)
Carmel (BA ’79) and George Calabrese
Mary Jane and William Carlin (BS ’57)
Pamela and James Carlson (BS ’64)
Joyce and Bruce Chelberg
Jeffrey Condon (BS ’66)
Linda and John Deutsch (BA ’69)
Victoria and Charles Ebeling
Martha and Joseph Ferretti, PhD (BS ’60)
Thomas Figler, MD (BS ’86, MRES ’95)
William Franklin (BS ’73)
Jean and Louis Glunz III, PhD (BS ’51)
Danine and Brian Gray, DDS (BS ’88)
Darlene Markovich and Ronald Haak (BS ’75)
Ellen and Frederick Hirt (BA ’69)
Carol and Raymond Hoare, MD (BS ’58)
Margaret and Norman Hoffman (BS ’50)
Martha and James Hogan (BS ’61)
Rose Kelly and Dennis Hughes (BS ’62)
Beverly and Charles Huss (BA ’79)
Mary Huston (MA ’56)
Patricia and Donald Izbain (BS ’54)
The Honorable Lee Jackwig (BACI ’72)
Maureen and Richard Jordan (BA ’67)
Joan and Joseph Kallas (BS ’75)
Carol Keene, PhD (MA ’66)
Nancy and Robert Klein
Janette and Kenneth Korzec, MD (BS ’77)
Mary and Glenn Kozeluh (BA ’75)
Mary (PhD ’81) and Anastasios Malliaris Sr., PhD
Judith and Kevin Martin (BS ’63)
Marguerite and Thomas McMahon (BS ’43)
Carl Moore Sr., PhD
Martha Moore (BS ’70) and Paul Gade
Krista (BS ’99) and Periklis Moutzouros (BS ’98)
Gemma (BS ’66) and Albert Nader
Catherine (BS ’87) and Mark Nathan, MD (BS ’86)
Maria (BA ’69, MA ’76) and Michael Ochs
Michael Oster (BS ’73)
Sharon (BS ’57) and James O’Sullivan Jr. (JD ’69)
Barbara and Robert Perkaus Jr. (BS ’58)
Borgia and Gregory Rataj (BS ’71, MA ’73)
Mary Knicely and Lyle Rausch, MD, PhD (BS ’65)
Maureen and John Reich
Elizabeth (MUND ’71) and Daniel Reidy (BA ’71)

Therese and Steven Sarussi (BA ’82, MS ’86)
Jan Savitz, PhD
Mary (BS ’53) and Raymond Simon (BA ’53, JD ’56)
Heather (BA ’95) and Walter Schmidt
Wanda and John Sobieski Jr. (BS ’67)
Franklin St. Lawrence (BA ’59)
Margaret Stevens
Barbara (MUND ’52) and James Thorstard Sr. (BS ’51)
Robin Turpin (BS ’79, MA ’82, PhD ’85)
Regina Ward (BA ’87)
Sheila and Brian Whalen (BS ’62)
Theodore Wroblejski (BA ’68)
Diane (BA ’63, MA ’65) and Raymond Zmaczynski

RAMBLER CLUB
Loyola Athletic Department
Rambler Champion Level ($5,000 or more)
Jill (BA ’88) and David (BBA ’86, MBA ’92)
Klusendorf
Martha and William Moran (BS ’67)
Alfe and Allan Norville (BS ’60)
Elizabeth (BS ’75) and Robert Parkinson Jr. (BBA ’73, MBA ’75)
Mary Ann and Charles Taylor, MD
Rambler MVP Level ($2,500 to $4,999)
Mary and James Binsfeld (BS ’67)
Rambler Team Captain Level ($1,000 to $2,499)
Barbara and James Ashley
Dottie and John Carpenter (BSC ’56)
Maureen and Robert Greene
Constance Healy
Kristine and Jon Heintzelman
Nancy (PhD ’87) and Frank Hogan III (BS ’59, MEd ’80)
Patricia and Donald Izbain (BS ’54)
Doreen and Thomas Kelly
Nick Kladis (BS ’52)
Diane and Ralph Klaerich (BS ’50)
Sally Smith and Mark Krause (BS ’78, MD ’82)
Susan and William McMahon (BS ’70)
Joan and Thomas O’Hara (BBA ’66)
SIEDENBURG SOCIETY
School of Social Work

Siedenburg's Circle ($25,000 or more)
Raymond Ganey (MSW '83)
Patricia (MSW '97) and Daniel Walsh (JD '74)

Beistek's Circle ($10,000 to $24,999)
Terri Buffalo Star Gardner (MSW '07)
Eunice Johnson (MSW '41)

Dean's Circle ($5,000 to $9,999)
Felicia McClelland

Partners ($2,500 to $4,999)
Charlotte Klein (MSW '58)

Collaborators ($1,000 to $2,499)
Vicki Alden (MSW '98) and Raymond Hanft
Holly Bitner Duck (MSW '03)
Gladys and Joseph Lassner (PhD '83)
Daniel Lee
Gertrude Mack (MSW '46)
Catherine Malin (MSW '51)
Agnes Piszczek (MSW '61)
Alexandra and Andrew Rodman
Mary and Jack Wall, PhD

SOCIETÀ DI DONATORI
John Felice Rome Center
Jacqueline and Hugh Arnold (BBA '65)
Theresa and Lawrence Biggam
Mary Jo Valentine Blythe
Mary and Matthew Cappiello
Kathryn and Michael Carlson (BA '68)
Betty and Thomas Casey

Eugene Cecotti
Karen and James Centner Jr.
Dana Green and Thomas Clancy (BA '69)
Deborah and Francis Dobbs
Margaret and James Erskine III
Helen and Thomas Flynn
Donna and Robert Gionfriddo
Susan (BA '77) and James Hannigan Jr., MD (BS '77)
Thomas Hawley
Constance and John Kurowski (BA '75)
Amelia (BA '75) and William Mahoney (BA '75)
Marina Marrelli and Robert Anslow Jr.
Robert Meade Jr.
Elizabeth and Paul Mockapetris
Gemma (BS '66) and Albert Nader
Mary and Samuel Naito
Lynn Carlson and Philip O'Connor, PhD (BA '79)
Felicia and John O'Malley Jr. (BBA '86)
Joan (BA '02) and David Pasquesi (BA '84)
Susan and Anthony Piazza Jr.
Donalene and Donald Poduska, PhD (BA '54)
Mary Pat and James Rohan (BA '81, MSIR '83)
Maureen (BA '68) and Robert Schubert
Joseph Silliman, PhD (BS '63)
Leonard Slotkowski (BA '69, Med '72)
Yolanda and Robert Spoeri (BA '72, MA '74, JD '77)
Diane and Andrew Sweeny Jr.
Patricia O'Shea and Frank Tannura (BBA '79)
Leland Tingle
Laura and David Van Etten (BA '77)
Katherine Vogelheim and John Hansen
Richard Walsh Jr.
Mary Jo and Sheldon Weinig, PhD
Stephen Wilsey

SPIRIT OF MUNDELEIN CLUB
Ann Ida Gannon, BVM,
Center for Women and Leadership

Mary Justitia Coffey, BVM,
Associates ($10,000 or more)

Constance and Dennis Keller
Jeanne (MUND '74) and Desmond LaPlace
Katharine Forsyth, BVM, Associates
($5,000 to $9,999)
George Sullivan Sr.
Kumiko Watanuki, EdD (MUND '84, MA '87)
Carol Frances Jegen, BVM, Associates
($2,500 to $4,999)
Susan (MUND '82) and David Cannon
Patricia (MUND '57, MA '58, PhD '66)
and John Ewers (BA '55)
Valerye McCarthy (MUND '52)
Anne Murner (MUND '58)
Jean (MUND '59) and Merrill Sauriol
(BSC '58)
Martin Spaulding
Jean Dolores Schmidt, BVM, Associates ($1,000 to $2,499)
Adrienne (MUND '63) and Charles Austin
Geraldine Blumm (MUND '55)
Gabrielle Buckley (MUND '78) and Daniel Dolan
Susan Carlson (MUND '71)
Mary (MUND '56) and Robert Carsello
Catherine Eberle, MD (MUND '79)
Joan Keller Ewanch (MUND '88) and
Kevin Ewanch
Geraldine (MUND '79) and John Fiedler
La Velle (MUND '57) and John Frawley
Mary Anne Gibbons (MUND '72)
Mary Gormley (MUND '43)
Catherine Hanus-Zank (MUND '69) and
Jerry Zank
Mary Hayes
Loretta Josefowski (MUND '52)
Ann (MUND '66, BA '96) and Patrick Kenny
Judith (MUND '66) and Paul Leclaire
Adele LeGere (MUND '48)
Mary Lonien
Grace Luczak (MUND '57)
Susan (MUND '77) and Terrence Mac Lean
Marian (MUND '59) and Bernard Marren
Alice Mayer (MUND '70)
Constance (MUND '59) and Thomas Mazelin
Margaret (MUND '73) and Steven McCormick
Virginia McDermott, PhD (MUND '66)
Catherine McLeod (MUND '71) and
Don Goebel
Mary Milano (MUND '73)
Ruth (MUND '44) and James Mulvaney
(JD '49)
June O'Connor (MUND '64) and Harry Hooe
Mary Katherine O'Malley (MUND '59)
Maureen (MUND '63) and Denis Owens
Grace Pertell (MUND '55)
Patricia Riggs (MUND '61)
Sally (MUND '86) and Donal Roth
Eleanore Shableski Ryan, PhD (MUND '51)
Christine Rydel, PhD (MUND '66) and
Edward Cole
Teresse Savage (MUND '86)
Josephine Schubert (MUND '39)
Christine Scriba (MUND '58)
Rosemary Shanahan (MUND '43)
Mary (MUND '71, JD '74) and Steve Shellenberg
Janet Sisler (MUND '74, MA '82)
Barbara Smith (MUND '63)
Sandra Smith
Nancy Stachnik (MUND '71, MUND '78)
Patricia (MUND '62) and Thomas Sullivan
Regina (MUND '78) and Howard Traisman, MD
Joanne Twomey (MUND '62)
Mary Ellen Viskocil (MUND '82, MA '95)
Patricia Delsing Wees (MUND '58, MA '65) and James Wees
Janet (MUND '58) and Patrick Wiesner
Linda (MUND '85) and Andrew Wolf
Audrey Zywicki (MUND '52)

Every effort has been made to recognize each donor of $1,000 or more in fiscal year 2007. If you find an error or omission, please accept our sincere apologies and contact us at 312. 915.7292.

All requests for anonymity have been respected.

Names in italics identify new members.
The Leadership Society

The Leadership Society comprises individuals who made gifts of $1,000 or more to Loyola University Health System or Loyola University Chicago Stritch School of Medicine during fiscal year 2007 (July 1, 2006, to June 30, 2007). The support of the Leadership Society members is essential to the advancement of all aspects of the health system and Stritch School of Medicine, from patient care and medical education to research and community outreach.

**PRESIDENT’S CIRCLE**
(Gifts of $25,000 or more)
Margaret Baima* (MD ’47)
Katherine and Michael Birck
Norma* and Bruce* Carroll (MD ’44)
Mary-Lou Carta (BA ’62, MEd ’95)
Marge and Jack Caveney
Nancy and Frank Considine (PhB ’43)
Rosemary and John Croghan (BS ’52)
Herta and John Cuneo
Dorothy and Denis* Daly
Catherine and Hanley Dawson III
Sally and Jim Dowdle
Isabel Gallagher
Mary and Richard Gamelli, MD
Israel Hanin, PhD
Heidi and Peter Huizenga
Barbara and John Keeley
Beverly and Robert Kling
Nancy Knowles
Jennifer Leischner Litowitz (JD ’94) and
Alec Litowitz
Mary Lou (MUND ’60) and Michael
Leyden (JD ’65)
Hymen Milgrom
Mary Miller
Joan Mullins
Walter Neiswanger* (MD ’52)
Barbara and Sidney Oko
Eloise (MUND ’64) and James Paloucek
(MD ’63)
Bob Para (BS ’78)
Mary Kay and Mario Pasin
Thomas Patrick
Fausta Povilonis
Kevin Reger
Mary and William Ryan
Kim and Marc Schwartz
Sakaye Shigekawa (MD ’40)
Edward Smith* (MD ’35)

Alphonse Vanni
Alice Wagner
Kathleen and Charles Walgreen III
Rita Walsh (MD ’50)
Charles Wynn

**DEAN’S CIRCLE**
(Gifts of $10,000 to $24,999)
Mary and Jack Bert, MD
Mary and Charles Brennan III
Jean and Robert Brown (MD ’48)
Mary (JD ’84) and Robert Buddig
Kathryn and John Burke
Anthony Caine
Anna and Robert Canty
Beatrice (MUND ’47, MS ’49, MD ’52) and
John Carolan (MD ’52)
Jeanette and Joseph Castaldo
Jane and John Colavincenzo (MD ’47)
Mary Jo and Warren DeMaio
Jean and William Divane Jr.
Sandra (BS ’92, MEd ’94) and
William Dobozi (MD ’73)
Michael Frisby
Maureen and William Gallagher
Deborah and Jordan Hadelman
Thomas Haderlein
Gloria and James Kane (MD ’50)
Byrd and Donald Kelly
Mary Anne Kirchschlager
Patricia Kling
Virginia and Lester Knight
Mary and Alan Lazzara
Holly and Terry Light, MD
James Lyman
Linda and John Markay
Denise (BA ’75, MA ’83) and John Noell Jr.
(JD ’85)
Kenneth Oestermeyer (MBA ’73)

Sheryl Oremus
Maralyn (MUND ’61) and Michael Reilly
Jeanne and Mark Reilly
Perry Ross*
Eileen and Scott Seyfarth
Jean and Scott Sykora
Donna and Thomas Weigel (MD ’84)

**CHAIR’S CIRCLE**
(Gifts of $5,000 to $9,999)
Laura and Scott Alter
Lanette and Thomas Anton
Rosemary and Gerard Aranha, MD
(MRES ’75)
Kathleen Baldwin
Dorothea and Thomas Borders
Mary Jane and James Boris
Norma Jean and Kenneth Brandau
Regina and John Cahill (MD ’81)
Linda and Keith Campbell
Theresa and Joseph Canfora
Mary Ellen Canty
Mary Dempsey and Philip Corboy
(LLB ’49)
Patrick Corrigan
Ann and Robert Corvino
Anita and Thomas Croghan
Estella and Gerald Cronk
Patricia (MPS ’01) and Thomas DeStefani
(MD ’81, MRES ’84)
Colleen Detjen
Paul Detjen
Jeanne (MBA ’86) and Peter Diamond
(MD ’78, MRES ’83)
Maureen and James Fitzgibbon
Gayle Franz
Peggy Franz
Judith Froehlich-Klamut (MD ’73,
MRES ’76) and Michael Klamut (MD ’73,
MRES ’78)
Catherine and David Frymire

George Geis (PhD ’79)
Eileen and Leonard Golan
Patricia and John Hartmann (DDS ’80,
DRES ’81)
Susanna Hayes, PhD (BS ’64)
Wayne Healy (BSc ’54)
Gail (MD ’82) and David Hecht
(MD ’82)
Tamryn and Joseph Hennessy
Margaret and Todd Hewell III (BS ’75,
MD ’78)
Jill and Jay Javors
William Kehoe (MD ’75)
Carla and Michael Kilbane
Susanne (BSEd ’62, MEd ’66) and Robert
Kramer
Jane Heine and John Lee, MD, PhD
Mary Lenkay (MD ’56)
Barbara and Fred Luchette, MD
Carolyn and Patrick Lynch (BBA ’82)
Mary and Peter Mavrogenes
Susan and Kevin McDonnell
Patricia (BSN ’59) and James Meucci
(MD ’60)
Evelyn Michels
John Morrissey Jr.
Marie and Robert Newstead (MD ’63)
Melissa and Bradd O’Brien
Thomas Origiano (PhD ’81, MD ’84)
Elizabeth (BS ’75) and Robert
Parkinson Jr. (BBA ’73, MBA ’75)
Richard Pepper
Richard Poley (MD ’57)
Dana and Brian Porter
Laurel and Ronald Portkul, MD
Cynthia and Talmage Raine, MD
Jennifer Rapp
Susan and Hector Rodriguez
Agnes and Don Romanaggi (MD ’60)
Katherine and Ralph Ryan, MD
Elizabeth and Philip Sheridan Sr. (MD ’50)
Stuart Silver
Kevin Simpson, MD
Sam Stowell
Mary and Kenneth Trantowski
Debra and Scott Upp
Carol Wolsniakowski (BA ’95, JD ’98) and
Brian Birnbaum (BBA ’94)
Rose and Gerardo Zavala, MD (MRES ’01)

PHYSICIAN’S CIRCLE
(Gifts of $2,500 to $4,999)
Chela and Juan Angelats, MD (MRES ’76)
Gloria and Francis Banich (BS ’54, MD ’57)
Loretta Banish Widiger
Verna Baughman (MD ’81)
Cynthia* and Ronald Berning
Patty and John Boblick, MD (MRES ’86)
Rita and Michael Brennan (MD ’47)
Therese and Terrence Burns (BA ’75, MRES ’83)
Joleen and William Cannon (MD ’88, MRES ’93)
Kathleen and James Davidson
Anne and John Dowdle (MD ’74)
Peggy and Gregory Duick (MD ’72)
Rosalind and Stephen Ebrom (BS ’73, MD ’76)
Kevin Gandhi (MD ’86, MRES ’92)
Nancy Gibbs (MD ’78)
Rolland Greenburg (MD ’46)
Vera Greenburg
Margaret and Thomas Greubel (MD ’53)
Alice Gruszka
Ann and Angelos Halaris, MD, PhD
Cheryl and Robert Harbour
Wendy and Tim Heintz
Kathleen Targos and Charles Hewell (BS ’80, MD ’84)
Pamela Hindle
Kathleen and Herbert Kanter, DDS
Lucia Kaufmann (MD ’64) and Alberto Chalmeta
Janet Krabec
Lorraine and Salvatore LaPilusa (MD ’44)
Mary Larsen
Ingrid and John LoGiudice (BS ’70, MD ’74)

Barbra Luce-Turner
Anne and Stuart Marshall (MD ’70)
James McDonald (MD ’45)
Cabrina and John Moran (BS ’60, MD ’64, MS ’64)
Alice (MUND ’61) and Richard Nagle (MD ’63)
Lynn Carlson and Philip O’Connor, PhD (BA ’70)
Kimberly Oremus and William Hanson
Elizabeth and Thomas Rieser (MD ’73)
Joyce and Leo Roberts (MD ’58, MBA ’95)
Ellen and David Schilling (MD ’94, MRES ’98)
Ronald Schreiber (BS ’67, MD ’71, MRES ’75)
William Simpson
Victoria Snyder Chura
Betsy and Patrick Stiff (MD ’75)
Nancy and Leonard Vertuno, MD
Michael Weinzeig
Rosemary Weisenberger
Madonna and William Weldon (BBA ’75)
Barbara and Oliver Whetstone (MD ’54)
Virginia and Leonard Wineburgh
Marinda and Kendall Wong (MD ’94)

FRIEND’S CIRCLE
(Gifts of $1,000 to $2,499)
Margaret (MUND ’66) and Albert Adams (MD ’67)
Elaine Adams (MD ’78, MRES ’81) and James Kennedy (DDS ’80)
Barbara and Philip Adams (MD ’75)
Kathryn (JD ’82) and Dominic Allocco (MD ’61)
Martin Andreas
Dean Assimos (MD ’77)
Susan Atamian (MD ’86) and Lee Hart
Eva Bading, MD
Doris and Pat Balsamo (MD ’57)
Jean and Anthony Barbato (MD ’70)
Marie and Thomas Barrett (MD ’47)
Carl Barsanti (MD ’74)
William Bayer (MD ’86)
Angela and Larry Bearden
Margaret Brazones (DDS ’78) and Howard Beck (BS ’75, MD ’78, MRES ’79)
Jeffrey Behr, MD
Everett Bell
Michael Bengala (MD ’79)
Maureen (MBA ’81) and Robert Bingle (JD ’81)
LaMoyne and Sidney Blair (MD ’48)
June and Stephen Bland (MD ’58)
John Blas
Scott Blitz (MD ’93)
Colleen and Robert Bockel (MD ’67)
Richard Bodie (MD ’46)
Sonja and Gary Bowman (MD ’72)
Arthur Briggs
Stephanie and Robert Brodner (MD ’72)
Penny and Steven Brown
John Bruno (MD ’66)
Maureen and Peter Brusca (BS ’63, MD ’67)
Winifred and James Buckley (MD ’53)
Joan (BSN ’74) and Vincent Bufalino (BS ’74, MD ’77, MRES ’82)
Andrze Bulczynski
Suzanne Burgess
Colleen and William Burke
Ellen and Thomas Burke (MD ’56)
Diane Burkhart, MD and Michael Burkhart
Phillip Cacioppo (MD ’67)
Joan and James Cahill (MD ’59)
Margaret and Richard Cardella, MD (MRES ’74)
Michael Cardenas, MD (MRES ’87)
Darlene and Richard Carroll (MD ’66)
John Carroll Jr. (MD ’62)
Michael Carroll (MD ’53)
Patricia Cassidy (MBA ’95) and Andrew Wycislawk
Eileen and Kenneth Cavanaugh, MD
Karen Cervenka (MD ’81) and Steven Pesenko, MD
Robert Challenger Jr. (MD ’93, MRES ’99)
Marjorie and Ronald Charipar (MD ’80)
Deborah and Edward Chesa (MD ’79, MRES ’83)
Mary and Robert Chesser (BS ’72, MD ’75)
Thomas Chomicz
Catherine and Michael Christie (MD ’78, MRES ’83)
Cathy and William Clancy
Georgi Clemente
Alisha Clements
Phyllis and Donald Cluskey (MD ’44)
Rose Codini (MD ’75)
Janice and Joseph Collins
Patricia and Michael Collins (BA ’70, MD ’78)
Lillian and Theodore Compall (MD ’47)
Joeanne and David Connolly (MD ’61)
Jane and Robert Conti (MD ’55)
Linda and Terrence Cook (MD ’66)
Lisa Cooper
Kathleen and Joseph Cottrell Jr. (MD ’75)
Patricia and Frank Covey Jr. (BS ’54, JD ’57)
Claire and Richard Cronin (MD ’50)
Susan and Thomas Cronin Jr. (MD ’74)
Mary Cusack
Judith Czaja (MD ’91) and Thomas McCaffrey (MD ’74)
John Dainauskas (BS ’58, MD ’62)
Susan and Daniel Daluga, MD (MRES ’88)
Brian D’Anza (MA ’05)
Michael Darder (MD ’83)
Pamela DaValle, DDS and Michael DaValle (BS ’75, MD ’78)
Phillip DeChristopher, PhD (MD ’82)
Susan and Donald DeDonato (MD ’77)
Lois and Charles Deitschel (MD ’65)
Alma and Frank* DeLaura (MD ’43)
Anne Delgatto and Stanley Flis
Virginia and Terrence Demos, MD
Karen and Robert Desjardins (MD ’71, MRES ’74)
Gary Dillehay, MD
La Donna Dunkin
Barbara and Robert Early
Sandra and Gregory Eckstein (MD ’62)
Steven Edelstein, MD
Barbara and R.E. Engler
Cynthia and James Ethington (MD ’74)
Anne and Gary Fahrenbach (MD ’77)
Thomas Figler, MD (BS ’86, MRES ’95)
Helen Finer (MD ’48)

* Deceased
Patrick Hsu (MD ’92)  
Donna and Donald Hoscheit (MD ’82)  
Deborah and William Hopkinson (MD ’77)  
Jana and Paul Hletko (MD ’71)  
Virginia (MD ’04) and Christopher Hill  
Lisa and John Hendrickson Jr.  
Veronica and Richard Hendricks (MD ’60)  
and Alfonso Carney  
Cassandra Henderson-Carney (MD ’80)  
Robert Helferty (MD ’61)  
Ann and John Heileman (MD ’55)  
David Hegg (MD ’57)  
Mary and Dale Gerding, MD  
Patrice and Alexander Ghanayem, MD  
Janice Lysiak, MD and Sidney Glazer (MD ’74)  
Jean and Louis Glunz III, PhD (BS ’51)  
Cynthia (MBA ’97) and James Gonya  
Virginia and William Gordon (MD ’59)  
Cynthia (MBA ’97) and James Gonya  
Mary (BSN ’83) and Rick Jobski (BS ’80, MD ’84)  
Brian Jones  
John Jones  
Joan (BSN ’54) and John Joyce (MD ’55)  
Nicolette and Leonard Judy  
Dianne and Dennis Jurczak (MD ’65)  
Mary and William* Kakavas  
Joseph Kaltwasser  
Peter Karahalios  
Sandra and Ronald Katz  
Shirley Maides and John Kearne (BS ’68, MD ’72)  
Christine and John Kefer (MD ’74)  
Elizabeth and James Kennedy (MD ’60)  
Barbara and Edward Kilbane (MD ’76)  
Yong-Kyung and Ku-Mie Kim, MD  
Elizabeth and William Kinder  
Michael Klepper (MD ’74)  
Margaret and Thomas Kloempken  
Michael Koller (MD ’86)  
Marimarie and Frank Konicek (BS ’59, MD ’63)  
Jennie Kovacic  
Allen Kreitzer  
Patricia and Thomas Kron, MD  
JoAnn and William Kunkel  
Alexander Kush  
George Lagorio (MD ’59)  
Deborah and John Lahey  
Florette and Michael Lavelle (MD ’66, MRES ’73)  
Patricia and Barry Laven (MD ’70)  
Gloria Leischnier (BA ’66)  
Denise and Michael Leonard (MD ’88)  
Claudia and Robert Lewis Jr., MD  
Elizabeth and John Lewis  
Margery and Homer Livingston Jr.  
Elizabeth and Dennis Lockrey (MD ’84)  
Mary (Med ’73) and Gerald Loftus (MD ’58)  
Mary and John LoGiudice  
Audrey and Robert Lubin  
Carlene Lutz  
Cheryl and Paul Maier (BS ’67, MD ’71, MRES ’78)  
Julie and Frank Manas  
Theresa Mao  
Christine Marofskie  
Timothy Maroney (MD ’80)  
Julia Marshall (MD ’83, MRES ’84)  
Kathy and Wayne Marth  
Ruth Martin  
Martin Massiello  
Judith (BS ’59) and Gregory Matz (MD ’62)  
Mary and James* McAlindon  
Vinita McAlpine  
Margaret and Alan McCall, MD (MRES ’73)  
Kelly and Edward McCarthy  
Jim McKeever  
Thomas McDermott (MD ’54)  
John McGowan  
Susan and Timothy McKay (JD ’79)  
Mary and Lawrence McPartlin  
Janice and Edward Melian, MD  
John Meyenberg (MD ’53)  
Valerie Michelotti (MD ’80) and Paul Wozniak Jr. (MD ’79)  
Karen (MSN ’76) and Robert Miller (MD ’74, MRES ’75)  
Moira and Christopher Minielly  
Harvey Mirly (MD ’87)  
Robert Mittendorf, MD  
Maureen (BSN ’78) and George Miz (BS ’76, MD ’79)  
William Mollihan (MD ’72)  
Linda Moore  
Margaret (MD ’75) and Thomas Moore (MD ’75)  
Frances and James Moorman (MD ’63)  
Rosemary and Patrick Moran  
Marilynn Morrissey (MD ’74, MRES ’79) and Julius Sparacino  
Nina and Thomas Moskalewicz (MD ’77)  
Ann (BSN ’81, MSN ’87) and Mohamad Mostofi  
Maureen and Joseph Mueller (MD ’87)  
Sharon and Donald Muir Sr.  
Andrea and Robert Murphy (MD ’78)  
Vincent Muscarella (MD ’62)  
Judith Neafsey (BSN ’73, MD ’78) and Terrence Conway (BS ’71, MD ’76)  
Kathleen and Robert Nelmark (MD ’73)  
Gail and Terry Nelson (MD ’74, MRES ’75)  
Joan and Rimigauds Nemickas (MD ’61)  
Mary and Vidas Nemickas (MD ’67, MRES ’74)  
June and Frederick Newirth (MD ’54)  
Penny Nichols  
Mary and Robert Nixon Jr. (MD ’87, MRES ’92)  
Connie and Frederick Nora (MD ’77)  
Joseph Nora (MD ’51)  
Patricia (BSN ’78, JD ’86) and Robert Nowak (MBA ’72)  
Barry Nuechterlein (MD ’00)  
Joseph Nuzzarelo, MD (BS ’80)  
Janet and Floyd Okada (MD ’61)  
Carolyn (MSW ’89) and Paul O’Keefe (MD ’71)  
Lucy (MD ’78, MRES ’82) and Gregory Macina (MD ’79)  
Kristine and Daniel O’Reilly (MD ’77)  
Geraldine O’Reilly  
Mary Ann O’Reilly  
Maura O’Reilly  
Elizabeth and Luke Pascale (MD ’47)  
Laura and Christopher Pasquale (BS ’87, MD ’91)  
Mary Sue and William Passinault (MD ’61, MA ’07)  
Bruce Paterson (MD ’80)  
Kathleen Pavligio-Sarkaria (MD ’81) and Paul Sarkaria (MD ’81)  
Shirley and Kenneth Pawlas (MD ’52)  
James Pawlikowski (BS ’68, MD ’72)  
Stacy and Geoff Pence  
Katherine Peshek-Campbell (BS ’77, MD ’80) and Daniel Campbell (MD ’80)  
Christine (MD ’82) and Gregory Petty  

Leadership Society
Theresa and Roque Pifarre, MD
Thomas Piscopo
Agnes Piszczech (MSW ’61)
Christine and Paul Ploegman (MD ’79)
Susan Swiatek and Stanley Podlasek (MD ’80)
Judy and Richard Pokorny
Janet and Daniel Post (BS ’89, MBA ’96)
Caroline and Vikram Prabhu
Julie and J.C. Premer
Janice and Kenneth Printen (BS ’57, MD ’61)
James Pritzker
Marilyn and Michael Quinlan (PhB ’67, MBA ’70)
Linda and James Raaf
Maria and Otto Raddatz
Angelo Rainone (BS ’89, DDS ’93, DRES ’94)
La Verne and James Rascher (MD ’62)
Joyce and Ameel Rashid (MD ’59)
Mary Catherine and Andrew Rauh (MD ’84)
Susan and Gregory Reaman (MD ’73, MRES ’74)
Marguerite and Charles Rebesco (BS ’74, MD ’77)
Victoria Reed
Thomas Regan (BS ’66, MD ’70, MRES ’74)
Antoinette and Bill Rehbock
Dolores and Herman Reyes, MD
Deborah and Robert Ridenour Jr. (MD ’75)
Patricia (BSN ’51) and William Rock (MD ’53)
Gail and Jim Rosen
Donata and Vincent Ross (MD ’66)
Janis and Myer Roszler (MD ’82)
Bonnie and Jerald Rothenberg (MD ’63)
Judy and James Russ Sr.
Lori and Steven Saltz (MD ’77, MRES ’80)
Martin Saltzman, MD (MRES ’84)
Alda and Harvey* Sanders (MD ’59)
Laura and Michael Sauri (MD ’75)
Julie and John Scanlon
Marianne Scanlon
Isabel Baker and Mark Schiffer, MD (MRES ’84)
Janet and Kenneth Schiffman, MD
Nancy and Robert Schmidt (BS ’66, MD ’70)
Kathleen (MD ’78) and Gary Schneiderman (MD ’77, MRES ’78)
Faith and Eugene Schoon
Janet and Paul Schrage
Valerie Kunz and Otto Schulz Jr.
Paul Schutzenhofer
Monica and Robert Schwaner (MD ’70)
Helen and Jack Schwartz
Robert Seelman (MD ’60)
Barry Seiller (MD ’64)
Linda (BSN ’64) and William Senica (BS ’62, MD ’66, MRES ’70)
Pat and John Shea, MD
Dolores and John Sheen (MD ’54)
Barbara and Charles Shifley
Daniel Shirey (MD ’79)
Betsy and Steven Siegel (MD ’83)
Patricia and Joseph Simone (MD ’60)
Jennifer and Neil Sivertson
Catherine and Stanley Siwek (MD ’43)
Barbara and Stephen Slogoff, MD
Claire Smith (MD ’75) and Robert Kubicka
Nancy and George Snow
Barbara and Michel Snyder (MD ’74)
Patricia (MUND ’58) and Alex Spadoni (MD ’59)
Claire Speh
Lawrence Speh
David Speranza (MD ’81, MRES ’84)
Mary and Gustav Staahl Jr. (MD ’71)
LeLand Stahelin
Walter Stanwood (MD ’97)
Marc Stathos
Dalia and Stanley Strasius (MD ’68)
Bernadette (MD ’68) and Robert Strzyz (BS ’64, MD ’68, MRES ’71)
Denise Olivieri-Sulo, MD and Robert Sulo, MD
Diane and James Swan (MD ’78)
Karim Swartz (MD ’96) and Dominic Fee, MD
Alice and John Szweda (MD ’52)
Donna and Thomas Tallman, MD
Jacqueline and William Tansey (BS ’57, MD ’61, MPS ’01)
Anne and John Thometz (MD ’45)
Gwen and Pietro Tonino, MD
Brett Trockman, MD (MRES ’94)
David Trotter, MD (MRES ’85)
Mary (MA ’77) and Robert Tuerk
Patricia Visnesky (MD ’86)
Ann (BSN ’58) and John Wall Jr. (MD ’60)
Ashley Walther
Connie Walther
Joanne Walther
Barbara Wandschneider
Kathleen and David Wartner
Alyce Ambrosino and Daniel Wechter (MD ’74)
Marianna and Robert Wells (MD ’54)
Susan and Michael West, PhD (MD ’80)
Deborah White (BSN ’43) and Robert Fink (MD ’47)
Kathleen Wides (MD ’82) and Joel Schor, MD
Marianne and Henry Wienke (MD ’73, MRES ’78)
Sharon Wilson
Gayle Winters (MD ’79)
Herman Wu Jr.
Mildred Zielinski
Marybeth and Michael Zindrick (MD ’79, MRES ’84)
Helen and Charles Zinn (MD ’77)
Ann and Michael Zygmunt (BS ’68, MD ’72, MRES ’75)

We apologize for omissions or errors. Please contact the Office of Development at (708) 216-1057 with any corrections.

* Deceased
Senior Class Gift

Karla Altmayer (BA ’07, BS ’07)
Laura Anderson
David Arana (BS ’07)
James Banti (BS ’07)
Heidi Barrette (BA ’07)
Karen Marie Benetatos (BA ’07)
Holly Birdsong (BA ’07)
Elizabeth Blanchard (BA ’07)
Antonio Bondi (BA ’07)
Vincent Botti (BBA ’07)
Jordan Bouler (BS ’07)
Susanna Bracken (BS ’07)
Jason Briesemeister (BS ’07)
Brian Buoniconti (BA ’07)
Kristine Cabael (BS ’07)
Geraldine Capiral (BA ’07)
John Caponigro
Matthew Carlozzi (BBA ’07)
Adam Cien (BS ’07)
Emily Clack (BA ’07)
Samuel Clough (BS ’07)
Allisa Connors (BSN ’07)
Irina Cosentino (BBA ’07)
Kent Cutler (BBA ’07)
Katie DePalma (BA ’07)
Roger Dmochowski (BA ’07)
Adrian Dobrowolsky (BS ’07)
Brendan Dowd (BA ’07)
Caroline Duwaerts
Gaston Dye (BA ’07)
Mark Emanuele (BA ’07)
Emily Enoch (BA ’07)
Michael Faddoul (BBA ’07)
Bashir Faddoul (BA ’07)
Colleen Forrester (BS ’07)
Amanda Fowler
Dan Fraczkowski (BSN ’07)

Janine Fricano (BS ’07)
Lukasz Galazka (BA ’07)
Ryan Gannon (BBA ’07)
Megan Garland
Justin Gibold
Kathryn Gil
Amy Gillespie (BA ’07)
Kellen Gregori (BS ’07)
Justin Gunderson (BSW ’07)
Ellen Guswiler (BSN ’07)
Jennie Hale (BA ’07)
Patrick Hamacher (BA ’07)
Tamara Harris (BBA ’07)
Anna Hasik (BSN ’07)
Jessy Hauser (BS ’07)
Kristin Hertko (BA ’07)
Rachel Higgins (BSEd ’07)
Emily Hogan (BS ’07)
Kenny Holtz (BBA ’07)
Lindsey Hovan (BS ’07)
Mary Jasper (BA ’07)
Brett Jennings (BA ’07)
Kimberly Jones
Anna Karczewski (BS ’07)
Sevil Kaymakcalan (BA ’07)
Mary King (BS ’07)
Ricky Kintanar (BS ’07)
Katherine Kirley (BS ’07)
Joseph Kolar (BA ’07)
Christina Kudia (BSEd ’07)
Diana Kulaczrowsky (BBA ’07)
Julia Larkin (BA ’07)
Joseph LeBlanc (BA ’07)
Justin Leibolt (BBA ’07)
Yumin Li (BS ’07)
Timothy Libaris (BA ’07)
Lara Lickhalter (BA ’07)

Robert Loman (BS ’07)
William Mazur (BA ’07, BS ’07)
Melissa McCoys (BS ’07, MEd ’07)
Amy McElhaney (BA ’07)
Emily McLinden (BS ’07)
Melissa McMahon (BS ’07)
Meghan Meinerz (BS ’07)
Daniel Melnick (BA ’07)
Allison Meyer (BBA ’07)
Edyta Milan (BBA ’07)
Matthew Miller (BA ’07)
Lauryn Effie Morgenstern (BS ’07)
Casey Mulcahy (BA ’07)
William Murphy (BA ’07)
Ann Murphy-Gaughan (BA ’07)
Dana Mushmovic
Tamar Nairnian (BS ’07, BA ’07)
Nicholas Nash (BA ’07)
Anna Neumann (BS ’07)
Michael Nowak (BS ’07)
Wilme Ochoa (BA ’07)
Aneta Olesky (BBA ’07)
Niki Papastavrou (BS ’07, BA ’07)
Neil Parikh (BS ’07)
Moses Park (BS ’07)
Tejal Patel (BSN ’07)
Therese Payne (BA ’07)
Duvel Pierre (BA ’07)
Jennifer Ping (BS ’07)
Howard Place (BA ’07)
Ross Pometta (BS ’07)
Monica Pratcher (BS ’07)
Stephanie Pyka (BBA ’07)
Jenna Real (BA ’07)
Karen Richardson (BA ’07)
Kari Riplinger (BS ’07)
Laura Ritter (BBA ’07)

Keri Rossbach (BBA ’07)
Laurence Salmon (BBA ’07)
Cristina Sandoval (BS ’07)
Florence Santos (BBA ’07)
Heidi Schertt (BA ’07)
Michael Schneider
Hilary Shaffer (BA ’07)
Jieijing Shan (BBA ’07)
Andrew Sieda (BA ’07)
Albert Sohn (BS ’07)
Stephen Spiewak (BA ’07)
Jonathan Stack (BSEd ’07)
Megan Sughrue (BS ’07)
Karolina Szczkerba (BS ’07, BA ’07)
Lauren Taylor (BA ’07, BSEd ’07)
Charolette Taylor (BA ’07)
Jenna Tenuto (BS ’07)
Daniel Thelen (BA ’07)
Luke Thompson (BS ’07)
Val Van Winkle (BSEd ’07)
Laszlo Varju (BBA ’07)
Katie Viernum (BS ’07)
Shannon Vliter Villa (BBA ’07)
Anthony Viszlay (BS ’07)
Jason Vodnansky (BA ’07)
Ellafaye Walker (BA ’07)
Thomas Walsh (BA ’07)
Stephen Werner (BA ’07)
Izabela Wroblewska (BS ’07)
Eric Young (BS ’07)
Hongtao Zhang (MS ’07)
Mary Kay Zima (BA ’07)
## University Faculty and Staff Donors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Title and Degrees</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kathleen Adams</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pamela Ambrose</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ida Androwich, PhD</td>
<td>(BSN '78)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diane Asaro, PhD</td>
<td>(BSN '78, MSN '92)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samuel Attoh, PhD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbara Bacon, MSW '59</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joseph Barney, BSN '67, MEd '70, PhD '74</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Barto</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica Bassis</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Judith Becker, BA '69, MEd '79, PhD '88</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dale Blanchet</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brooks Bouson, PhD '79</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richard Bowen, PhD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anita Butler, MSN '74</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James Carey</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patricia Cassidy, MBA '95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Francis Catania, PhD '54, MA '58</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pamela Cauighe</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Susan Cavallo, PhD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Cavey</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mine Cinar, PhD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Micael Clarke, PhD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary Ann Collatz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Cooney, BA '71</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isiah Crawford, PhD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Creed, SJ '60, JD '63, MEd '68</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kristin Daggett</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sam Danna</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holli DeVon, PhD BSN '76</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marilyn Domingo</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brian Donovan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marilyn Dunn, PhD</td>
<td>BSN '81, MSN '87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joseph Earley Jr, BA '04</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary Elsernd, MS '99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Engeman</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erwin Epstein, PhD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James Faught, JD '76</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Francis Fennell Jr, PhD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verna Foster</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Frendreis, PhD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patricia Friend, BSN '86, PhD '99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Gabrovich, BA '82, MS '87</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joseph Gagliano, PhD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Galush, PhD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ann Ida Gannon, VBM '48</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James Garbarino, PhD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nancy Garza, MS '07</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diane Geraghty</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carlean Gilbert</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peter Gilmour, BS '64, MEd '71</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dorothy Giroux, MEd '79, PhD '92</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sherron Glenn</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suzanne Gossett, PhD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patricia Graham-Skoul, BA '66</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary Gray, MEd '62</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lauren Groves</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gregory Gruener, MD '79</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edward Gumz, PhD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephanie Gunter</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sheila Haas, PhD BSN '74</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diana Hackbart</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philip Hale</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary Pat Haley, BVM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Haney, BS '60, MBA '71</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gail Hanson, BS '70, BSN '80, MSN '89</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeffrey Harder, PhD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jon Heintzelman</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marcia Hermansen, PhD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Hickey</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clara Dina Hinojosa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cynthia Ho</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Betty Hockenberry, MSN '87, PhD '99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily Hoey</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carole Holdsworth</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grayson Holmbeck, PhD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richard Holz, PhD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lee Hubbell</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stacey Hughes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tamara Hunt, BA '81</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gloria Jacobson, PhD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Janiga, BA '79, MBA '82, JD '88</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Judith Jennrich, MSN '76, PhD '92</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christian Johnson</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James Johnson Jr, PhD MEd '92</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenneth Johnson</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frederick Kaefer, BS '86, MBA '90</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theodore Karamanski, BA '75, MA '75, PhD '80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beverly Kasper, EdD '00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>George Kaufman Jr., PhD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shena Keith, BA '80, MBA '03</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Kelly</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew Keyt</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connie Knapp, PhD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fred Kniss, PhD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth Kondrat, BA '06</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marvin Kopulsky, PhD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary Elaine Koren, MSN '75</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philip Kosiba, MBA '80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Kostolansky, BBA '88</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul Kott, BS '74</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demetria Kottaras, BBA '86</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patricia Krakik</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elaine Kreuz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bert Kuehnhorn</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Laird</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martin Lane, BS '65</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brian Lavelle, PhD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Law</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel Lee</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rachel Lionberg, BA '02, MBA '05</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacqueline Long</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Randolph Lucente</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Ludwig, PhD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wayne Magdziarz, BA '82, MBA '87</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Makowski, PhD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Susan Malisch</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeffry Mallow, PhD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diane Maloney</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Malouf, BA '04</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harvene Mann</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melissa Mares</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James Marley, PhD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sean Martin, BBA '80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carrie Maus, MDiv '97</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary Ann McDermott, EdD BSN '80, MSN '89</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary Ann McGrath, PhD BS '86</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jhonna McHenry</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew McKenna</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jack McLean</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ivan Medina ('81)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicole LeDuc Meehan, BS '02, MBA '06</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shawn Mercer-Dixon, BA '95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Susan Mezey, PhD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robin Miller</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Susan Montgomery</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ann Mostofi, BSN '81, MSN '87</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prudence Moylan, MUND '63</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ellen Munro, BBA '65</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charles Murdock, JD '63</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bren Murphy, PhD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christopher Murphy, BA '80, MSW '87, MDiv '01</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbara Murray</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Margaret Nelson</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jane Neufeld, MEd '90</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jon Nilson, PhD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jerry Norton</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timothy O’Connell, PhD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert O’Gorman, PhD BSEd '71</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John O’Malley Sr, JD '53</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gina Ordonez, MBA '93</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victor Ottati, PhD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jerome Overbeck, SJ BACi '70</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Ozar, PhD '68</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Corporations and Foundations

The following are generous corporations and foundations that have supported Loyola University Chicago and/or Loyola University Health System with a gift in fiscal year 2007 (July 1, 2006, to June 30, 2007).

$1 Million or More
Aramark
William G. & Mary A. Ryan Charitable Foundation

$500,000 to $999,999
The Arthur Foundation
Chicago Public Schools
The Dunning Fund
Helen Brach Foundation

$100,000 to $499,999
American Cancer Society
American Heart Association
Arthur J. Schmitt Foundation
The Chicago Community Trust
Chicago Mercantile Exchange Trust
Chicago Tribune Charities
Fidelity Charitable Gift Fund
Farnham Foundation
Coca-Cola Bottling Co. of Chicago
Chicago Blackhawk Charities, a fund of the McCormick Tribune Foundation
Catherine McKeever Denten Foundation
Catholic Charities of the Archdiocese of Chicago
Charleen Gallagher Knieriem Trust
Charles M. Schwartz Memorial Foundation
The Chicago Alliance to End Homelessness
Chicago Blackhawks Charities, a fund of the McCormick Tribune Foundation
Children’s Memorial Hospital
Clifford Law Offices
The CMB Foundation
Collegium Internationale
Colonial Enterprises Inc.
Conrad N. Hilton Foundation
Expressway
The Daughters of Charity
The David and Lucile Packard Foundation
DePuy ACE
DePuy Orthopaedics
Dr. John P. Connelly Memorial Fund
Dr. Scholl Foundation
The Edwin T. & Lillian G. DuBois Foundation
Eli Lilly & Company
Eli Lilly and Company
Eli Lilly and Company
Emory University Hospital
Emory University School of Medicine
Englewood Hospital
Englewood Health Foundation
Equitable Life Assurance Society of the United States
Fairchild Publications
The Hamilton Foundation
The Harry and Jeanette Weinberg Foundation
Harley Davidson Foundation
Harley-Davidson Motor Company
Helen Brach Foundation
The Dunning Fund
The Arthur Foundation

$5,000 to $9,999
Arie and Ida Crown Memorial Foundation
Bear Necessities Pediatric Cancer Foundation
The Bernard Osher Foundation
The Betty and David Weinzeig Charitable Trust
Blowitz-Ridgeway Foundation
The Boeing Company
The Brinson Foundation
Cardinal Health Foundation
Catherine McKeever Denten Foundation
Catholic Charities of the Archdiocese of Chicago
Charleen Gallagher Knieriem Trust
Charles M. Schwartz Memorial Foundation
The Chicago Alliance to End Homelessness
Chicago Blackhawks Charities, a fund of the McCormick Tribune Foundation
Children’s Memorial Hospital
Clifford Law Offices
The CMB Foundation
Collegium Internationale
Colonial Enterprises Inc.
Conrad N. Hilton Foundation
Expressway
The Daughters of Charity
The David and Lucile Packard Foundation
DePuy ACE
Dr. John P. Connelly Memorial Fund
Dr. Scholl Foundation
The Edwin T. & Lillian G. DuBois Foundation
Eli Lilly & Company
Eli Lilly and Company
Eli Lilly and Company
Emory University Hospital
Emory University School of Medicine
Englewood Hospital
Englewood Health Foundation
Equitable Life Assurance Society of the United States
Fairchild Publications
The Hamilton Foundation
The Harry and Jeanette Weinberg Foundation
Harley Davidson Foundation
Harley-Davidson Motor Company
Helen Brach Foundation
The Dunning Fund
The Arthur Foundation

American Cancer Society
American Heart Association
Arthur J. Schmitt Foundation
The Chicago Community Trust
Chicago Mercantile Exchange Trust
Chicago Tribune Charities
Fidelity Charitable Gift Fund
Farnham Foundation
Coca-Cola Bottling Co. of Chicago
Chicago Blackhawk Charities, a fund of the McCormick Tribune Foundation
Catherine McKeever Denten Foundation
Catholic Charities of the Archdiocese of Chicago
Charleen Gallagher Knieriem Trust
Charles M. Schwartz Memorial Foundation
The Chicago Alliance to End Homelessness
Chicago Blackhawks Charities, a fund of the McCormick Tribune Foundation
Children’s Memorial Hospital
Clifford Law Offices
The CMB Foundation
Collegium Internationale
Colonial Enterprises Inc.
Conrad N. Hilton Foundation
Expressway
The Daughters of Charity
The David and Lucile Packard Foundation
DePuy ACE
Dr. John P. Connelly Memorial Fund
Dr. Scholl Foundation
The Edwin T. & Lillian G. DuBois Foundation
Eli Lilly & Company
Eli Lilly and Company
Eli Lilly and Company
Emory University Hospital
Emory University School of Medicine
Englewood Hospital
Englewood Health Foundation
Equitable Life Assurance Society of the United States
Fairchild Publications
The Hamilton Foundation
The Harry and Jeanette Weinberg Foundation
Harley Davidson Foundation
Harley-Davidson Motor Company
Helen Brach Foundation
The Dunning Fund
The Arthur Foundation
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$1 Million or More
Aramark
William G. & Mary A. Ryan Charitable Foundation

$500,000 to $999,999
The Arthur Foundation
Chicago Public Schools
The Dunning Fund
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$100,000 to $499,999
American Cancer Society
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Chicago Tribune Charities
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Chicago Blackhawk Charities, a fund of the McCormick Tribune Foundation
Catherine McKeever Denten Foundation
Catholic Charities of the Archdiocese of Chicago
Charleen Gallagher Knieriem Trust
Charles M. Schwartz Memorial Foundation
The Chicago Alliance to End Homelessness
Chicago Blackhawks Charities, a fund of the McCormick Tribune Foundation
Children’s Memorial Hospital
Clifford Law Offices
The CMB Foundation
Collegium Internationale
Colonial Enterprises Inc.
Conrad N. Hilton Foundation
Expressway
The Daughters of Charity
The David and Lucile Packard Foundation
DePuy ACE
Dr. John P. Connelly Memorial Fund
Dr. Scholl Foundation
The Edwin T. & Lillian G. DuBois Foundation
Eli Lilly & Company
Eli Lilly and Company
Eli Lilly and Company
Emory University Hospital
Emory University School of Medicine
Englewood Hospital
Englewood Health Foundation
Equitable Life Assurance Society of the United States
Fairchild Publications
The Hamilton Foundation
The Harry and Jeanette Weinberg Foundation
Harley Davidson Foundation
Harley-Davidson Motor Company
Helen Brach Foundation
The Dunning Fund
The Arthur Foundation

$5,000 to $9,999
Arie and Ida Crown Memorial Foundation
Bear Necessities Pediatric Cancer Foundation
The Bernard Osher Foundation
The Betty and David Weinzeig Charitable Trust
Blowitz-Ridgeway Foundation
The Boeing Company
The Brinson Foundation
Cardinal Health Foundation
Catherine McKeever Denten Foundation
Catholic Charities of the Archdiocese of Chicago
Charleen Gallagher Knieriem Trust
Charles M. Schwartz Memorial Foundation
The Chicago Alliance to End Homelessness
Chicago Blackhawks Charities, a fund of the McCormick Tribune Foundation
Children’s Memorial Hospital
Clifford Law Offices
The CMB Foundation
Collegium Internationale
Colonial Enterprises Inc.
Conrad N. Hilton Foundation
Expressway
The Daughters of Charity
The David and Lucile Packard Foundation
DePuy ACE
Dr. John P. Connelly Memorial Fund
Dr. Scholl Foundation
The Edwin T. & Lillian G. DuBois Foundation
Eli Lilly & Company
Eli Lilly and Company
Eli Lilly and Company
Emory University Hospital
Emory University School of Medicine
Englewood Hospital
Englewood Health Foundation
Equitable Life Assurance Society of the United States
Fairchild Publications
The Hamilton Foundation
The Harry and Jeanette Weinberg Foundation
Harley Davidson Foundation
Harley-Davidson Motor Company
Helen Brach Foundation
The Dunning Fund
The Arthur Foundation

American Cancer Society
American Heart Association
Arthur J. Schmitt Foundation
The Chicago Community Trust
Chicago Mercantile Exchange Trust
Chicago Tribune Charities
Fidelity Charitable Gift Fund
Farnham Foundation
Coca-Cola Bottling Co. of Chicago
Chicago Blackhawk Charities, a fund of the McCormick Tribune Foundation
Catherine McKeever Denten Foundation
Catholic Charities of the Archdiocese of Chicago
Charleen Gallagher Knieriem Trust
Charles M. Schwartz Memorial Foundation
The Chicago Alliance to End Homelessness
Chicago Blackhawks Charities, a fund of the McCormick Tribune Foundation
Children’s Memorial Hospital
Clifford Law Offices
The CMB Foundation
Collegium Internationale
Colonial Enterprises Inc.
Conrad N. Hilton Foundation
Expressway
The Daughters of Charity
The David and Lucile Packard Foundation
DePuy ACE
Dr. John P. Connelly Memorial Fund
Dr. Scholl Foundation
The Edwin T. & Lillian G. DuBois Foundation
Eli Lilly & Company
Eli Lilly and Company
Eli Lilly and Company
Emory University Hospital
Emory University School of Medicine
Englewood Hospital
Englewood Health Foundation
Equitable Life Assurance Society of the United States
Fairchild Publications
The Hamilton Foundation
The Harry and Jeanette Weinberg Foundation
Harley Davidson Foundation
Harley-Davidson Motor Company
Helen Brach Foundation
The Dunning Fund
The Arthur Foundation

$10,000 to $99,999
Action Automation Inc.
The Alben F. & Clara G. Bates Foundation
Alcon Laboratories Inc.
ALS Les Turner Foundation
The American Jewish Committee
American Lung Association
Amgen Inc.
$2,500 to $4,999
Aberdeen Asset Management
AIG VALIC
Aon Corporation
The Ayco Charitable Foundation
Baker & Enright
Bulley & Andrews Masonry Restoration Inc.
Carthy Foundation
Cassidy, Schade and Gloor
Constellation Energy Group
dj Orthopedics LLC
Douglas Hoerr Landscape Architecture Inc.
Eastern Illinois University
Ela Energy Services
Foran O’Toole & Burke LLC
Gabe W. Miller Memorial Foundation
Gas City Ltd.
Grant Thornton Foundation
Harlan J. Berk Ltd.
Higgins Development Partners LLC
Hok Inc.
Hyde for Congress Committee
Jacobs Endeavors
Jim Whitesell Camp Inc.
The Jimmy Burns Foundation Inc.
Kominarek Bresler Harvick
Kubasiak, Fylstra, Thorpe & Rotunno PC
KJWW PC
Laboratory Specialists Inc.
Law Offices of Christopher W. Helt
Legion of Young Polish Women
Lombard Fire Fighters Union
Max Goldberg Foundation
Micromyx LLC
Newkirk Electric Associates Inc.
Odelsen & Stenk Ltd.
Pediatric Oncology Treasure Chest
Peter B. Carey Law Offices
Quaries & Brady LLC
Regis Technologies Inc.
Roche Laboratories Inc.
Smart Business Advisory and Consulting LLC
Society of Fire Protection Engineers, Chicago Chapter
State Street Foundation
State Street Global Advisors Corp
Todds Fundraiser
Tufts-New England Medical Center
Vanguard Charitable
Weldon-Linne & Vogt
William J. Cook & Associates

$1,000 to $2,499
4-B Realty
ABT Electronics
AIG Global Investment Group
Albert J. and Claire R. Speh Family Foundation
Albert M. Andrews Foundation
Alcoholic Beverage Medical Research Foundation
Aldorf Foundation
Aloysius, Butler & Clark
American Medical Association
American Urological Association
Anderson, Bennett & Partners
Aronberg Goldgehn Davis & Garmisa
Audrey and Robert Lubin Foundation
Barker & Castro LLC
Barnes & Thornburg LLP
Belleville Orthopedic Surgeons Ltd.
Benefit Express
Bergen County United Way’s
Bionetronics Inc.
Blue Cross Blue Shield of Illinois
Bredermann Toyota in Park Ridge
The Bristol-Meyers Squibb Foundation Inc.
The Brunner Family Foundation
Calvanese Family Foundation
The Catholic Bishop of Chicago
CDW Computer Centers Inc.
Center for Sports Orthopaedics S.C.
Chapman and Cutler LLP
The Chicago Community Foundation
Chicago Equity Partners LLC
Chicago Rivet & Machine Company
Chomicz Family Foundation
Citigroup Global Impact Funding Trust Inc.
Citizens for the Election of Michael J. Howlett
Continental Imaging Products
Cook Urological Cook OB/GYN
Cotter Consulting Inc.
The Cottrell Foundation
Daley and George LLP
Damer & Cartwright Inc.
Delta Dental of Illinois
Denenberg Family Foundation
Dolan Family Foundation
Draper and Kramer, Incorporated
Duane Morris LLP
DuPage High School District 88
Ernst & Young Foundation
Ernst & Young LLP
Eugene M. Cummings PC
Excelon Business Services Company
Father John Aldera Foundation
Foley Family Foundation
For All The Children
The Four Seasons
Franciscan Sisters of Chicago
George J. & Theresa L. Cotsirilos Family Foundation
Gessler, Hughes & Socol Ltd.
Gochnauer Family Foundation
H.M. Blumberg Charitable Trust
Hallett Movers
Harold D. and Hazel C. Wright Foundation
Harry F. and Elaine Chaddick Foundation
HSBC
Illinois Club for Catholic Women
Illinois Society for the Prevention of Blindness
John & Elizabeth Lewis Family Foundation
John P. De Rose & Associates
KCI Therapeutic Services Inc.
Kemp Foundation
Kerr Drug Inc.
Klein and Hoffman Inc.
KPMG
Ladden & Allen Chartered
The Latousek Foundation
Laura Larson George Memorial
The Lawlor Foundation
The LoGiudice Family Charitable Gift Fund
Lowis & Gellen LLP
Loyola Physical Plant & Grounds
Loyola University Medical Center
Marianjoy Rehabilitation Hospital
Marie Mitzi Singel Foundation
Mayo Foundation
McGuire Woods LLP
Meckler, Bulger & Tilson LLP
The Minneapolis Foundation
Estate Gifts

It is with great honor and appreciation that we remember the generosity of these alumni and friends who express their support and faith in Loyola’s mission through a legacy gift to the University.

Margaret Baima (MD ‘47)  
Bridget Brown  
Ethel Burns (CAS ‘55)  
Norma Carroll  
Gertrude Cordell  
John Dolina  
Richard Fagan III  
Edward Flynn (BS ‘33)  
Robert Foster (BS ‘55)  
Gary David Friedman (JD ‘62)  
Robert Gallagher  
Patrick Haggerty  
Leon Hayes (BS ‘59)  
Helen Heerey (MSW ‘39)  
Thomas Hunter (JD ‘53)  
Richard Knowles (CAS ‘50)  
Mary Kyne  
Victor Lundemo  
Frederick Marski  
Lorraine McFee (MA ‘58)  
Mary Anne Miller  
Therese and John Mulcahy  
Ellen Niec  
John O’Byrne  
Thomas Ptasz (MD ‘26)  
Margaret Quane (MSW ‘47)  
Lillian Questiaux (BS ‘44)  
Dorothea Rogers (MS ‘74)  
Perry Ross  
Arthur Rubloff  
Margaret Schilling (MSW ‘47)  
Edward Smith (MD ‘33)  
Dorothy Stevens (MEd ‘57)  
Alice and Robert Wagner (MRE ‘73)  
Michael Weinzweig  
Morton Wolf (LLB ‘35)  
* Deceased
Society of the Shield

The Society of the Shield honors Loyola alumni and friends who have remembered thoughtfully Loyola in their estate plans and/or have made a deferred gift to the University. Through their generosity and vision, they have strengthened Loyola’s legacy by investing in the future of Jesuit higher education.

Edward Abromaitis (BS ’68, DDS ’73)
Florence Ackerman (MUND ’38)
Reva and Seymour Alban (MD ’46)
Mario Albiniti* (MD ’41)
Gay Luhrs Allen (BS ’59)
Anna Mae Alonzi
Marilyn Alsdorf
Gail Bien (BS ’86, MA ’91)
Patricia and Richard Blaine (MD ’59)
James Blanchard (MD ’47)
Carola (BS ’61) and Ronald Blubaugh
Colleen and Robert Bockel (MD ’67)
Rose and George Bordenave (MD ’46)
Gerda Bos* (PhD ’65)
Anne Brandt (BS ’65)
Nancy Braund Boruch (MBA ’79, MPS ’02)
Josephine Breen* (MA ’56)
Bernard Brennan* (BA ’37)
Hyacinth and Elmer Brennan (BS ’42)
Stephanie and Robert Brodner (MD ’72)
Bardon Brown (DDS ’53)
Lydia (BS ’85) and John Brown
Nancy Brown (MBA ’78)
Jean and Robert Brown (MD ’48)
Nancy Kloss Bruzzini (MUND ’66)
Mary Anne Bunda (BS ’65, Med ’68)
Albertine Burget (Med ’75, EdD ’86)
Helen and Oswald Burkart (MD ’52)
Nancy (MUND ’60) and Michael Burke (BA ’60)

Society of the Shield

Sandra and Gregory Eckstein (MD ’62)
David Durkin (DDS ’74)
Florence Duignan* (MA ’39)
Mary Kreppel (BSEd ’82) and David Diehl (BS ’80, MBA ’82)
Patricia Dingel
Cveta Djokovich*
Paul Dolin (DDS ’47)
John Donnelly (BA ’49)
Willowise Donovan (BA ’39)
The Honorable Loretta Douglas (BS ’65, JD ’68)
Isabel Doyle* (MUND ’40)
Patricia (MIRD ’85, MSW ’97) and Dennis DuBoux
Florence Duignan* (MA ’39)
David Durkin (DDS ’74)
Sandra and Gregory Eckstein (MD ’62)
Gerard Egan (BA ’53, MA ’59, PhD ’69)
Kathryn and Philip Faccenda (JD ’57)
Eleanor Fails (PhD ’74)
Elizabeth and Bernard Farkas (MSW ’62)
Diane and Hermann Faubl, MD (BS ’65)
Virginia (BS ’76) and Royal Fisher
Marie (BS ’89) and Brian Fitzpatrick (BA ’92)
Lenore Moe Fleming (PhB ’49, MA 54)
Martha Floener (MUND ’45)
Elisabeth Flynn-Chapman, PhD (MA ’60) and Harry Chapman
Mary Ellen Foran, PhD (Med ’51)
Eileen and James* Fox (BS ’41, JD ’56)
Elaine and Zollie* Frank
Jacquelyn (MIRD ’88) and John Frank
Patricia and Karl Frankvicto (MD ’33)
Ruth Freeark
John French
Gary David Friedman* (JD ’62)
Paul Frymark (DDS ’63)
Helmut Fuchs, PhD (BS ’62)
Joan (BSC ’49) and William* Fuller (BSC ’50)
Martin Funk (BS ’50, MD ’56)
Isabel and Robert* Gallagher
Sylvia Gambony (MUND ’48)
Mary (MUND ’48) and Edward Garzoni (BS ’50)
Maria Svolos Gebhard (BACl ’78)
Ann (MA ’47) and Roger Geldermann (BA ’38)
Glenn Gentile
Carol and Joseph Gentile (BA ’48)
Marsha and Michael Gentile Sr.
William Geordan (MD ’49)
Linda and James Gerace (MD ’67)
Jenny Gerakitis (MA ’49)
The Honorable Susan Getzendanner (BBA ’66, JD ’66) and Stanton Kessler
Joan and Paul Gewartowski (BS ’61)

Edward Abromaitis (BS ’68, DDS ’73)
Florence Ackerman (MUND ’38)
Reva and Seymour Alban (MD ’46)
Mario Albiniti* (MD ’41)
Gay Luhrs Allen (BS ’59)
Anna Mae Alonzi
Marilyn Alsdorf
Gail Bien (BS ’86, MA ’91)
Patricia and Richard Blaine (MD ’59)
James Blanchard (MD ’47)
Carola (BS ’61) and Ronald Blubaugh
Colleen and Robert Bockel (MD ’67)
Rose and George Bordenave (MD ’46)
Gerda Bos* (PhD ’65)
Anne Brandt (BS ’65)
Nancy Braund Boruch (MBA ’79, MPS ’02)
Josephine Breen* (MA ’56)
Bernard Brennan* (BA ’37)
Hyacinth and Elmer Brennan (BS ’42)
Stephanie and Robert Brodner (MD ’72)
Bardon Brown (DDS ’53)
Lydia (BS ’85) and John Brown
Nancy Brown (MBA ’78)
Jean and Robert Brown (MD ’48)
Nancy Kloss Bruzzini (MUND ’66)
Mary Anne Bunda (BS ’65, Med ’68)
Albertine Burget (Med ’75, EdD ’86)
Helen and Oswald Burkart (MD ’52)
Nancy (MUND ’60) and Michael Burke (BA ’60)

Society of the Shield

Sandra and Gregory Eckstein (MD ’62)
David Durkin (DDS ’74)
Florence Duignan* (MA ’39)
Patricia (MIRD ’85, MSW ’97) and Dennis DuBoux
The Honorable Loretta Douglas (BS ’65, JD ’68)
Isabel Doyle* (MUND ’40)
Mary Kreppel (BSEd ’82) and David Diehl (BS ’80, MBA ’82)
Patricia Dingel
Cveta Djokovich*
Paul Dolin (DDS ’47)
John Donnelly (BA ’49)
Willowise Donovan (BA ’39)
The Honorable Loretta Douglas (BS ’65, JD ’68)
Isabel Doyle* (MUND ’40)
Patricia (MIRD ’85, MSW ’97) and Dennis DuBoux
Florence Duignan* (MA ’39)
David Durkin (DDS ’74)
Sandra and Gregory Eckstein (MD ’62)
Gerard Egan (BA ’53, MA ’59, PhD ’69)
Kathryn and Philip Faccenda (JD ’57)
Eleanor Fails (PhD ’74)
Elizabeth and Bernard Farkas (MSW ’62)
Diane and Hermann Faubl, MD (BS ’65)
Virginia (BS ’76) and Royal Fisher
Marie (BS ’89) and Brian Fitzpatrick (BA ’92)
Lenore Moe Fleming (PhB ’49, MA 54)
Martha Floener (MUND ’45)
Elisabeth Flynn-Chapman, PhD (MA ’60) and Harry Chapman
Mary Ellen Foran, PhD (Med ’51)
Eileen and James* Fox (BS ’41, JD ’56)
Elaine and Zollie* Frank
Jacquelyn (MIRD ’88) and John Frank
Patricia and Karl Frankvicto (MD ’33)
Ruth Freeark
John French
Gary David Friedman* (JD ’62)
Paul Frymark (DDS ’63)
Helmut Fuchs, PhD (BS ’62)
Joan (BSC ’49) and William* Fuller (BSC ’50)
Martin Funk (BS ’50, MD ’56)
Isabel and Robert* Gallagher
Sylvia Gambony (MUND ’48)
Mary (MUND ’48) and Edward Garzoni (BS ’50)
Maria Svolos Gebhard (BACl ’78)
Ann (MA ’47) and Roger Geldermann (BA ’38)
Glenn Gentile
Carol and Joseph Gentile (BA ’48)
Marsha and Michael Gentile Sr.
William Geordan (MD ’49)
Linda and James Gerace (MD ’67)
Jenny Gerakitis (MA ’49)
The Honorable Susan Getzendanner (BBA ’66, JD ’66) and Stanton Kessler
Joan and Paul Gewartowski (BS ’61)
Mary Kay Gill (MUND '51)
Marion (MUND '51) and John Gleason
Virginia and Richard Glueckert (BBA '65)
Collette Bergeron Gmitter (BS '42)
John Goedert (BA '35, JD '40)
Samuel Goffen* (DDS '29)
Ruth (MUND '44) and Willard Goldboss
Aaron Goldsmith (DDS '87)
Sher Gonzalez (MA '69)
Barbara Boyce Goodkind (MUND '68)
Jane Goodnow (MUND '37)
Catherine* and Paul Gordon
Virginia and William Gordon (MD '59)
Mary Howard Gormley (MUND '43)
William Gregoire (BBA '82)
Evelyn Grigsby*
Anita and Joseph Gross (BS '57, MD '60)
Dolores and Matthew Gross (BBA '52)
Marie and Frank Martincic
Charles Martin (MD '47)
Anne Marshall, MD and Stuart Marshall (MD '70)
Robert Levine (MD '79)
Muriel (JD '93)
Jayme Levin-Muriel (JD '93) and Robert
Viola (MUND '45) and William Lennon
Mary Leonard (MUND '66)
Jayme Levin-Muriel (JD '93) and Robert
Muriel (JD '93)
Robert Levine (MD '79)
Barbara Liederman (BSN '70, MSN '73)
Frank Linden
Sydelle Lipman
Felix Lownik (MD '45)
Rosemary Lucas (MEd '57, EdD '80)
Barbara Lucchese (MUND '60)
Barbra Luce-Turner
Margaret Luft (MUND '49)
Mathilda Luketin (MUND '73)
Daniel Malecki (BS '52)
Catherine Malin (MSW '51)
Theresa and Arthur Malinowski, PhD (MSIR '58)
Irene Mandock
Margaret Manella (MSW '63)
Rodney Mannion (MD '56)
Mary Manzke (BS '52)
Theresa Mao
Barbara and Arnold MaRous (BS '50)
Anne Marshall, MD and Stuart Marshall (MD '70)
Charles Martin (MD '47)
Marie and Frank Martincic
Marianne (MUND '54) and Bruce Matthews
Carol Matusak
Thomas McDermott (MD '54)
Avis McDonald, PhD (BSN '60) and Hugh
McDonal
Rita (PhD '71) and James McDonald
Christine and Robert McFadden
Mary (BS '53, MD '57) John McGloin (BS '53, MD '57)
Luann and Donald* McGreevey (MD '51)
Rita McLean (MUND '40)
James McMahon* (BS '51)
James McNicholas (DDS '53)
John Melnyk* (JD '77)
Richard Mestrich (BS '64)
Robert Metz (MEd '60)
Vivien (BA '54) and Edward Michals, MD (BA '53)
Patricia (MUND '52) and Max Mielecki
Connie Gipple and Steven Miszkwicz (BS '77)
Concetta Mooney
Sandra (MUND '65) and Michael Morgan
Corinne (JD '85) and Francis Morrissey
(JD '58)
Sharon and Donald Muir Sr.
Pauline and William* Mulvaney Jr. (MD '46)
Julia Garrofe Munoz
Anne (MUND '58) and Duane Murner
Catherine and Daniel* Murphy (BS '40)
Sheila and Meredith Murray (MD '56)
John Nabholtz, PhD (BA '51)
Mary Jane and Michael Nabicht
Joyce and Sandy Navin (BS '65, JD '69)
Walter Neiswanger* (MD '52)
Shirley and William Nelson (MD '59)
Mary and Samuel Nickele (PhB '42)
Rita and Harold Niekamp (MD '48)
Thomas Nietupski (DDS '62)
Julie Ann and Robert Niles (MD '60)
Evelyn and Thomas Nipper (MD '71)
Loretta Fisher Nolan (EdD '85)
Mary Christine Norris (MUND '71)
Nichole Nowak
Emma and Richard Nuzzo

* Deceased
Charles Rusky (BBA ’64) 
Elizabeth Ryan (MSW ’54) 
Marie Salwonchik (PhD ’72) 
Anna Scalise (BS ’66) 
Theodore Schafer (MD ’58) 
Jean (BSN ’53) and Donald Scherf 
Dorothy Scholzen (MUND ’43) 
Diane Schoonover 
Mary Schrott (BSED ’40) 
Frederick Selfridge (MD ’46) 
Diane (MED ’60) and Roger Serzen 
Frances Setnicar (BSN ’56) 
Betty Shanahan (MUND ’40) 
Rosemary Shanahan (MUND ’43) 
Marcia Lloyd and Daniel Shannon (MD ’60) 
Robert Shea 
Claire and John Sheahin (BS ’65, JD ’68) 
Mary Braunreiter Sherman (MD ’77) and 
Steven Sherman (MD ’77) 
Donald Sillaro 
Joseph Silliman, PhD (BS ’63) 
Jennifer and Virgil Simmons (BBA ’67) 
Maureen and Leslie Simonyi (BS ’90, MA ’92) 
Kevin Simpson, MD 
William Simpson 
Marilyn and John Skeffington Sr. (JD ’54) 
Barbara and Stephen Slogoff, MD 
Carolyn Smeltzer (MSN ’77, EdD ’83) 
Jane Smith (MED ’64) 
LeRoy Smith (MD ’65) 
Margaret Mullen Snowdon (MUND ’36) 
and Donald Snowdon 
Mary Jo and Thomas Sorenson (DDS ’80) 
Diane and Louis Soscia (MD ’62) 
Rita and Albin Sowka (MD ’47) 
Claire Speh 
Mary and Gustav Staahl Jr. (MD ’71) 
Roberta Stadler (BA ’67) 
Katheryn Stamm (BS ’32, MSW ’38) 
Sandra Stare (MSW ’78) 
Lisa and Edgar Staren (MS ’82) 
Judith and Robert Starks (BS ’68, MA ’70) 
Barbara Steinbeigle (BS ’55, MA ’69) and 
Eugene Miller 
Margaret Stevens 
Judith (BS ’68) and Robert Stewart 
Paul Stewart (BS ’63, MSW ’65) 
Betsy and Patrick Stiff (MD ’75) 
Geri and Robert Stone, MD 
Mary Lou and Frank Stotz (BS ’52) 
Elizabeth and Anthony Streit (MD ’39) 
Tina Stretch (MUND ’66) 
Lucille Stuteville* 
Mary and John Subat 
Edwin Sujaq (PhB ’48) 
Eugene Sullivan (MD ’34) 
Jeane and Michael Sullivan (BS ’61) 
Gerald Sunko (MD ’70) 
Raffaele Suriano (DDS ’44) 
Gerard Swick (BBA ’62, JD ’65) 
Myra Swick (BBA ’67) 
Ruth Ann and Robert Swint (MD ’70) 
Jean and Scott Sykora 
Katherine Taft (MUND ’38) 
Kathleen and David Tansey 
Jacqueline and William Tansey (BS ’57, 
MD ’61, MPS ’01) 
Elizabeth and Robert Tarjan (BS ’65) 
Terese (BS ’59) and John Terry (BSC ’59) 
Lorraine Thomas (BS Ed ’53) 
Barbara (MUND ’52) and James Thorstad 
(BS ’51) 
Regina (MUND ’78) and Howard 
Traisman, MD 
Virginia Turner and Drew Sullivan 
Mary Ann Urban-Danno (BS ’84, BSN ’87) 
and Robert Danno 
Sandra Van Goethem (BS ’64, Med ’70) 
Leslie Vance (BA ’83) 
Rita Verbrugges 
Robert Verdun 
Patricia (BS Ed ’66, Med ’70) and William 
Vom Steeg (BA ’61, Med ’69) 
Marie and William Vonder Heide (BS ’50, 
JD ’53) 
Jean and Charles* Walgreen Jr. 
Joan and Edward Walsh (BBA ’67) 
Bobbi and Edward Walsh Jr. (JD ’73) 
Jim Walsh 
Rita Walsh (MD ’50) 
Regina (BA ’66) and Robert Ward (BS ’65) 
Kurt Warkenthen (MD ’88) 
Kumiko Watanuki, EdD (BA ’84, MA ’87) 
Teresa Watt, PhD (MUND ’70) and Robert 
Watt 
Fred Weber III 
Jewel and Thomas Wegs (BS ’64) 
Judith Helene Jordan and Jerome 
Wensinger (MD ’58) 
Harry Whelan (MD ’47) 
Ruth Mary Whelan (MUND ’37, MA ’54) 
Barbara and Oliver Whetstone (MD ’54) 
Angeline Schrater, PhD and Richard 
White, PhD 
Kathleen O’Brien Wicker (MUND ’59) 
Loretta Banish Widiger 
Katherine (MSN ’70) and Charles Wiley 
Charlotte Wilk (MED ’52) 
Sirole and Robert Wilkus (MD ’62) 
Mary Margaret (MUND ’58) and 
Theodore Will (MD ’60) 
Frances and Francis Williams (MSIR ’62) 
Elizabeth Wilson (MSW ’61) 
Anne Wolfe (BS ’71, PhD ’80) 
Katherine and Ronald Wos (BA ’61, 
MA ’69) 
Rosemarie Younker (BSN ’44) 
Debra Zahay, PhD (JD ’83) 
Albert Zari 
Edward Ziemba 
Rita Leahy and George Zorn (MD ’46) 
Ellyn Zunker-Musser, MD (BS ’58) 
Joan and Eugene Zylstra (BS ’51) 
Audrey Zywicki (MUND ’52) 
The generosity of our alumni and friends 
is unmatched, and we are extremely 
grateful to all who supported Loyola 
University Chicago in fiscal year 2007. 
Your philanthropy helps us to prepare 
people to lead extraordinary lives. 
Every effort has been made to recognize 
each donor of $1,000 or more in fiscal 
year 2007. If you find an error or omission, 
please accept our sincere apologies and 
contact us at 312. 915.7292.

All requests for anonymity have been 
respected.
Founders’ Circle

Ignatius of Loyola, Francis Xavier, and Peter Faber were college friends whose vision, mission, and prayer were the compass that guided the Society of Jesus and shaped the proud tradition of Jesuit education. The newly established Founders’ Circle is Loyola University Chicago’s most prestigious giving society of true visionaries who have helped to carry on the work of these Jesuit founders by investing in our University promise of preparing people to lead extraordinary lives.

Our Founders’ Circle honors the men and women below whose total lifetime philanthropic investments in Loyola University Chicago and Loyola University Medical Center exceed $100,000.

Through generous financial support and lifelong commitments to the individuals we serve, our Founders’ Circle has shaped lives and mapped a course for the tremendous future of Loyola University Chicago and Loyola University Medical Center.

Ignatius of Loyola was born in 1491 in northern Spain. In his 65-year lifetime, he traversed Europe and the Middle East by foot and boat to fulfill his mission of educating youth and ministering to the sick. By 1773, his legacy had created more than 700 schools and 175 seminaries throughout the world. Loyola referred to himself as a pilgrim, and he will be known forever the world. Loyola referred to himself as a pilgrim, and he will be known forever.

Francis Xavier, born in Spain in 1506, is considered the greatest missionary since the time of the Apostles. In just 10 years after joining Ignatius Loyola in establishing the Society of Jesus, Xavier traveled to Italy, France, Spain, Portugal, India, Japan, and the Philippines to establish education institutions rooted in the Jesuit mission. He was a man in motion who embodied the youthful spirit and idealism of the Jesuit order.

FRANCIS XAVIER SOCIETY
(Cumulative Gifts of $500,000 to $999,999)
Antoinette Vigilante and Patrick Arbor (BSC ’58)
Margaret Baima* (MD ’47)

Helen Balling*
Bernard Brennan* (PhB ’37)
Mildred (BS ’49, MEd ’54) and Joseph Brodner
Jacob Brotman* (MD ’33)
Ethel Burns* (BA ’55)
Mary Isabelle Caestecker*
Joanne Cipolla and James Moore
Nancy and Frank Considine (PhB ’43)
Gertrude Cordell*
Mark Daniels* (DDS ’46)
Edward Egan* (MD ’21)
Mary Anne English*
Joseph and Bessie Feinberg Foundation
Lee and Charles* Finkl
Dorothy* and Stephen* Frawley
Helen Galvin*
Nancy and Alvin Gorman
Rosemary* and John Grant* (MD ’43)
Rolf Gunnar, MD
Arthur Marc Harris*
Judith and Marvin Herb
Marie Herzog* (MUND ’62)
Diane Grace Kellhiher
Lois and William Knapp (MD ’46)
Shirley* and William Koloseike (BSC ’51)
The Wing-Tat Lee Family
Jennifer Leischner Litowitz (JD ’94) and Alec Litowitz
Carrie Miller*
Walter Mullady* (BS ’26)
Virginia Piper*
John Rosich* (BS ’30)
Erica and James Sandner (BBA ’61)

* Deceased

IGNATIUS LOYOLA SOCIETY
(Cumulative Gifts of $1,000,000 or more)
Joan and Eugene* Amoroso (BS ’57)
Earl Bane*
Kathleen and Bernard Beazley (LLB ’50)
Carolyn and James* Beck
Katherine and Michael Birck
Robert Buehler*
Norma* and Bruce* Carroll (MD ’44)
Audree and Donald* Casey (MD ’43)
The Caveney Family
Maude* and John* Clarke
Loretta and William Cleary (BSC ’50)/ Jones & Cleary Roofing & Sheet Metal Fund
Mary Dempsey and Philip Corboy (LLB ’49)
Rosemary and John Croghan (BSC ’52)
Herta and John Cuneo
James DePauw*
Mary Jane and Michael DiCosola (MD ’42)
Sally and James Dowdle
Carol and Joseph Gentile (PhB ’48)
Joan Los Hank (BS ’54) and William J. Hank
Jane and John* Igini (MD ’47)
Hollye (BSN ’97, MSW ’06) and Jeffrey Jacobs (JD ’74)
Byrd and Donald Kelly
Cornelia Kulicek*
Rosemary (MUND ’54) and Richard* Leach (BA ’48)
Carol and Lucian* Matusak (MD ’46)
Foster McGaw*
Therese* and John* Mulcahy
Joan and John* Mullins (BSC ’48)
Walter Neiswanger* (MD ’52)
Marie Agnes O’Neill*
Carolina Paneri Mandel*
Elizabeth (BS ’75) and Robert Parkinson Jr. (BBA ’73, MBA ’75)
Richard A. Perritt Charitable Foundation
Marylin and Michael Quinlan (PhB ’67, MBA ’70)
Christine and David* Rammler (BS ’51)
Arthur Rubloff*
Frances Russo*
William G. and Marilyn M.* Simpson
Claire and Albert* Speh
Jeanne (MSW ’76) and Joseph* Sullivan
Terese (BS ’59) and John Terry (BS ’59)
Judith and Robert Van Kampen
Jean and Charles* Walgreen Jr.
Dorothy Weil*
Denise DeBartolo York and John York II (MD ’74)

Francis Xavier, born in Spain in 1506, is considered the greatest missionary since the time of the Apostles. In just 10 years after joining Ignatius Loyola in establishing the Society of Jesus, Xavier traveled to Italy, France, Spain, Portugal, India, Japan, and the Philippines to establish education institutions rooted in the Jesuit mission. He was a man in motion who embodied the youthful spirit and idealism of the Jesuit order.
Born in 1506, Peter Faber grew up as a shepherd in the French Alps. He was held in high esteem by his peers for his profound knowledge and gentle sanctity and was the first of the companions to be ordained a priest. He was known as a great listener and counselor and became an effective preacher and giver of the Jesuit Spiritual Exercises.”

PETER FABER SOCIETY
(Cumulative Gifts of $100,000 to 499,999)

Vincent Accardi*
John Adank*
Adreani Foundation
Alberta and William Aldinger
Anthony Anzalone* (JD ‘40)
Helen (BS ‘55) and John Ayres*
Gloria and Francis Banich (BS ’54, MD ’57)
Ann* and Alvin* Baum
Jennifer and Aaron Berk

Micki and Joseph* Bernstein (LLB ’35)
Walter Bielawski* (BS ’50, MBA ’72)
Mary Jo and James Bolan (MD ’61)
Mary Jane and James Boris
Georgia* and Leonard* Borland (DDS ’34)
Edna Bowens* (LLB ’30)
Virginia* (MUND ’39) and Robert* Broderick
Sheila Burns* (BS ’63)
Dorothy (MUND ’62) and Michael Carbon, MD (BS ’62)
Glenna Collins*
Margaret Conley* (MD ’59)
Bernard Conway* (LLB ’50)
Linda (BS ’75, MA ’77) and Kevin Conway (BA ’73, JD ’76)
William Conway* (MD ’38)
Barbara and John Cooney (JD ’79)
Loretta (JD ’77) and Robert Cooney (JD ’78)
Patricia and Frank M. Covey Jr. (BS ’54, JD ’57)
Marie (MA ’56) and James* Cowhey (BS ’55)
Barbara (BS ’64, MEd ’72) and Eugene Croisant (BBA ’59, MSIR ’66)
Patricia Crowley*
Arie and Ida Crown Memorial
Rebecca* and Henry* Crown
Elizabeth* and Edward* Cudahy
Becky D’Angelo (MUND ’50)
Catherine and Hanley Dawson III
Ruth* and Thomas* Dean
John Devery* (LLB ’28)
Nelwyn Dewson*
Jean and William Divane Jr.
Mary Shirley Dorfler
Rita Dukette*
Evelyn Dyba*
Edward Egan*
Gerard Egan (BA ’53, MA ’59, PhD ’69)
William Fahey
George Fawcett Jr.* (LLB ’53)
Kathryn Flanner*
Margo (BA ’74) and David Fowler (BBA ’71)
Elaine and Zollie* Frank
Ruth and Robert* Freeark

Gary David Friedman* (JD ’62)
Helmuth Fuchs (BS ’62)
Isabel and Robert* Gallagher
Mary and Robert Galvin
Ethel Geiger*
Glenn Gentile
The Honorable Susan Getzendanner (JD ’66, BBA ’66) and Stanton Kessler
Amy Glaister* (JD ’39)
Jean and Louis Glunz III, PhD (BS ’51)
Rose* and John Goedert (BA ’35, JD ’40)
Eileen and Leonard Golan
Jennifer and Isaac Goldman
James Gonnert* (MD ’44)
Helen (BSN ’63) and Elliot Grace
Joseph Grady* (BA ’28, JD ’32)
Ellen Sue and Michael Greco
Beatrice* (MA ’36) and Patrick* Haggerty
Marian Haney (BS ’66, MBA ’71, JD ’74) and Paul Murphy
Charlotte and Bernard* Harris (BSC ’37)
Catherine Kennedy Havey* and Thomas Havey (BSC ’45)
Leon Hayes* (BS ’59)
Ramona Hayes Healy*
Eileen Kamerick and Victor Heckler (BS ’64, MA ’67, PhD ’70)
Helen Heery* (MSW ’39)
Janice and William Hines (JD ’48)
Heidi and Peter Huizenga
Margaret Hycner-Nealon*
Legoria and Robert* Hynes (BS ’65, JD ’69)
Patricia and Donald Izbau (BS ’54)
Jerome Janiec* (BSC ’53)
Loretta Jans*
Joseph Jarabak, DDS*
Virginia* and Robert* Joyce
John Jozwiak (BA ’50, JD ’54)
Pamela and Stephen Kasbeer
Constance and Dennis Keller
Catherine Kelley*
Charles Kellstadt*
Vincent Kerrigan*
Robert Kerrigan Jr.
Charles Kerwin*
Gladys Kiniery* (BSN ’36)

James Kirchschlager
Mary Anne Kirchschlager
Michelle and Richard Klarchek
Elaine (BSN ’69) and George Klein
Mary Knoedler* (BSN ’49)
Nancy Knowles
Rose Krasa*
Joseph Krempner* (MD ’68, MRES ’73)
Audrey A. Krueger Trust
Eileen and Vern Lahart (BA ’50, JD ’51)
Debbie and John Lahey
Marguerite and Frederick Langenberg
Jeanne (MUND ’74) and Desmond LaPlace
Doris (MUND ’54) and Robert Latousek (BSC ’55)
Laura and Gregory LeVert (MBA ’72)
Herbert Lewis* (DDS ’29)
Julia Deal Lewis and Frank Lewis*
Michael (JD ’65) and Mary Lou Leyden (MUND ’60)
Kathleen Linden*
Ingrid and John LoGiudice (BS ’70, MD ’74)
Lenore (JD ’92) and John Madden
Marie Majsterek*
Helen Marasz*
Patricia Marcotte Kerrigan, PhD (MUND ’80)
Shirley and Samuel Marotta (BSC ’39)
Ann and Stuart Marshall (MD ’70)
Elise and Harold* Martin
 Roxanne and Rocco Martino (MBA ’78)
Jeanne Masterson
Margaret McCarthy* (MEd ’40)
Genevieve McClevey* (MUND ’33)
Francis McCracken* (MEd ’50)
John McCrann*
Clement McDonald*
Henry McDonald* (BA ’35, JD ’39)
Robert McDonald* (BS ’51)
Sistie and Eugene McEnery (MD ’57)
Lorraine* (MA ’58) and Alan* McFee (BS ’51 MA ’53)
Kathleen McKay* (MEd ’55)
Hymen Milgrom
Lucelle Miller*

* indicates a gift of $10,000 or more
Mary Anne Miller
Robert Mode* (BS ’51)
Evelyn Molback*
Concetta Ann and Paul* Mooney (MEd ’57)
Aimee* and John Morrissey
Margaret* and Harold* Moser
Gerald Nagel Sr.* (BS ’49)
Raymond Nemecek* (MD ’43)
Marion Normile*
Alfie and Allan Norville (BS ’60)
Charlene and Mark Novak (JD ’77)
Oluf Oberg*
Nicky and William* O’Donnell
George O’Grady (BS ’55)
Mary Alice O’Laughlin (MSW ’47)
Barbara (JD ’69) and Edward O’Toole
Esther Parr*
Mary Kay and Mario Pasin
Mary (MUND ’59) and Ronald Pawl (BS ’57, MD ’61)
Geraldine Peiffer (MD ’49)
Marion Piggotti*
Robin Smith and William Plante (BS ’59)
Laddie Poduska* (JD ’37)
Thomas Potasz* (MD ’26)
Helen Potter*
Susan and Joseph Power Jr. (JD ’77)
Harriet* (MUND ’36) and Howard* Reed
Maralyn (MUND ’61) and Michael Reilly
Joan and Leonard Richman
Patricia Riggs (MUND ’61)
Violet and Joseph* Roda
Linda and Curt Rodin (JD ’75)
Germaine (MUND ’65) and John Rooney (MBA ’69)
Susan Deborah Rosenberg* (MSW ’99)
Walter Rozycki*
Mary and Anthony Rudis
Rose Marie Russo*
Donna and James Ryan (MD ’55)
Linda Salisbury (JD ’91)
Loretta Schmidt*
Cathleen and Bryan Schultz (BS ’71, MD ’74)
Dolores Schumann
Isabelle* and Benjamin* Schwarcz (MD ’31)
Elizabeth and Philip Sheridan Sr. (MD ’50)
Esther Mae Shields*
Sakaye Shigekawa (MD ’40)
Gloria Sieben*
Sheldon Siegel* (MD ’76, EdD ’80)
Edward and John Skowron (MD ’43)
Edward Smith* (MD ’35)
John K. Smith
Walter Smith* (PhD ’52)
Genevieve Sokolowski*
Marie Soltys*
Dorothy* and Frederick* Specht
Katheryn (BS ’32, MSW ’38) and
Thomas* Stamm (BA ’26, MD ’46)
Helen Stander*
Wanda Stanul*
Dorothy Stevens* (MEd ’57)
Margaret and Julian* Stevens (BS ’53)
Vivijeanne* and Edwin Sujack (PhB ’48)
Sophie Swienton*
Joyce and Calvin Tanko
Arthur Tarchala*
Sheila and Timothy C. Toomey (JD ’65)
Robert Tornello* (MD ’43)
Theresa (BSN ’75) and Mario Tse (BS ’77, DDS ’81)
Charles Turgrimson*
Victoria Vacha* (SSOM ’47)
Betty and Jerome* Van Gorkom
Suzanne and David* Van Ort (DDS ’53)
Alice* and Robert Wagner* (MRE ’73)
Kathleen and Charles Walgreen III
Joyce and Matthew Walsh (JD ’72)
Rita Walsh (MD ’50)
Netty and Edward Wanandi
Mary Jo and Sheldon Weinig
Judith and Jerome Wensinger (MD ’58)
Raymond White*
Frances (MUND ’62) and Mitchell Wiet (JD ’65)
Kenneth Williams*
Margaret Williams* (PhB ’41)
Morton Wolf* (LLB ’35)
Melvin Wolfe*
Wilbur Wolfe*
Charles Wynn*
Walter Zanozik*

We are so grateful to these individuals whose lifelong support has allowed Loyola University Chicago and Loyola University Medical Center to continue the distinguished traditions started by our Jesuit founders.

We thank you for your partnership in and commitment to our mission of preparing people to lead extraordinary lives.